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Abstract
Operational efficiency has remained elusive despite the potential for 10-20% savings from
low and no cost measures in many office buildings. This is because office building energy
performance is shaped by the actions of multiple stakeholders, including the owner, facility
staff, occupant organizations and office workers. These stakeholders control different
aspects of energy use and have different interests. But they all face social barriers such as
information feedback, process assistance, and the need for social endorsement.
Smart Energy Now@, a new advanced metering and community-based social marketing pilot
in Charlotte NC, is one of the first programs to focus exclusively on operational efficiency in
office buildings across an entire downtown. A preliminary evaluation reveals that the pilot
has been successful in many of its activities, including gaining almost 100% owner
participation, providing interval meter data and professional development for facility staff,
and training more than 450 Energy Champions. Several other programs, including the
Environmental Defense Fund's Climate Corps, the Building Owners and Managers
Association's Kilowatt Crackdown, and the Chicago Green Office Challenge are also testing
ways to deliver education, assistance and recognition tailored to building stakeholders.
These programs reveal that stakeholder-based social interventions can directly result in
energy saving behaviors and increase the likelihood of capital investment. However,
efficiency potential varies depending on each building's technical characteristics and
organizational structure. Therefore, many successful programs are using flexible frameworks
that establish a process for participation, but allow stakeholders to select the efficiency
activities that make sense for them. Implementing these programs requires working with
new partners, such as organizational leaders, professional networks and civic organizations.
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I. Introduction
A. Opportunity & Challenge
Energy efficiency has been described by Secretary Chu as "the fruit lying on the ground." It is
in fact the cheapest supply option, at 3.5 cents per kWh, approximately half the cost of
natural gas, the cheapest traditional fuel2. Efficiency also has broad economic benefits. By
reducing generation, efficiency avoids the construction of new power plants and addresses
constrained energy transmission systems. At the same time, energy efficiency projects
create local contracting jobs and generate cost savings for businesses and homeowners. The
resulting income is then reinvested into local economies. Due to these triple bottom line
benefits, energy efficiency is one of the best investments we could make.
Large commercial buildings often present the greatest opportunities for efficiency, but these
buildings also face the greatest complexities. Commercial buildings consume more than a
third of our nation's electricity. Office, retail, healthcare, warehousing and other commercial
uses account for 36% of US electricity sales3, and average 45% of peak load nationwide4.
Office buildings account for approximately 1/5 of commercial building consumption, 5 and
consume 265 billion KWh annually, resulting in more than 180 million metric tons of carbon
dioxide emissions.
Fig. 1. 2011 Electricity Retail Sales
3,726 Billion KWh
F Office
Other Commercial
29% Residential
Industriial
E Transportation
2 "Annual Energy Outlook: Levelized Cost of New Generation Resources."
3 Retail Sales of Electricity to Ultimate Customers: Total by End-Use Sector.
4D&R International, Buildings Energy Data Handbook., US EIA, Building End-Use Consumption Survey.
5 Us EIA, Building End-Use Consumption Survey.
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There is significant "low hanging fruit" in commercial buildings. Most existing office buildings
could easily reduce their energy consumption by 10-20%6 at little or no cost. In many
instances, low and no-cost measures such as building retro-commissioning and operational
changes can account for over half of these savings. These measures include routines in
lighting and office equipment use, base building operations and maintenance, and
purchasing practices.
There are also large potential profits from investment in commercial building efficiency.
McKinsey estimates that an investment in all cost-effective energy efficiency would require
spending $125 billion to achieve $290 billion in returns. More than 2,290 trillion BTUs of
annual savings would be both technically achievable and cost-effective by 2020 (1,740 BTUs
from electric savings alone)78. These investments would reduce end-use consumption in
commercial buildings by approximately 29%, and would avoid emitting more than 1.1 billion
tons of greenhouse gasses annually; equivalent to 6% of the United States' projected 2020
emissions9.
Yet energy efficiency has proven difficult to deliver. Efficiency potential is disbursed among
4.9 million commercial buildings around the country, which contain more than 3 billion
devices' 0 . Each building has varying physical conditions and efficiency opportunities.
Building owners also have unique financial situations, and their decisions are influenced by
different local economic and regulatory contexts. This creates high transaction costs for
undertaking efficiency projects.
Since the 1980s, public policy programs have intervened to help realize the full economic
and environmental potential of energy efficiency. Efforts range from requirements, such as
building codes and equipment standards, to incentives, such as grants and financing.
Ratepayer funds have become one of the principle funding sources for incentive programs.
Most states levy a small fee on customers' utility bills, called a Systems Benefit Charge, to
fund efficiency efforts. From the public's perspective, energy efficiency is a more cost-
effective way to meet demand growth than new generation.
Energy efficiency programs often subsidize diagnostic analyses and provide rebates for up to
50% of the up front capital cost of investments. These incentives "purchase" efficiency over
6 Belzer, Energy Efficiency Potential in Existing Commercial Buildings: Review of Selected Recent Studies.
7 Approximately 76% of savings would result from electric efficiency, with the remainder from gas and other fuels.
8 McKinsey & company, Unlocking Energy Efficiency in the US Economy. p.i
9 Annual Energy Outlook: Carbon Dioxide Emissions by Sector and Source, United States, Reference Case.
10 McKinsey & company, Unlocking Energy Efficiency in the US Economy.p.v
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the lifetime of the measure installed. Ratepayer-funded program budgets totaled $6.8 billion
in 2011, a 25% increase over the previous year". Energy savings from these programs were
achieved at an average cost of 3.5 cents per kilowatt-hour.
Even though efficiency costs much less than generation, it has not been able to achieve
scale. In 2010, the annual savings from all current and previous participants in ratepayer
funded commercial building programs was only 60 TWh 12 (203 TBTU). In other words, the
savings achieved in 2010, as a result of all current and previous programs, is equal to twelve
percent of the efficiency potential that McKinsey projects is still possible by 2020.
Some skeptics think that achieving a few percentage points of the total potential each year is
the best realistic pace for efficiency. But, not surprisingly, there is increasing interest in
finding ways to deliver more efficiency without significantly increasing program costs.
Efficiency remains the cheapest and least environmentally harmful option for meeting
demand growth. But public budgets are tight. Funding from the 2009 American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act is running out, and other Federal and state sources are decreasing, given
less tax revenues as a result of the broader economic downturn.
Efficiency programs must therefore find ways to deliver more efficiency, to a greater portion
of the market, without significantly increasing program costs. Public programs cannot keep
providing rich financial subsidies for projects that have reasonable returns on their own. But
finding effective non-monetary interventions will require developing a more tailored approach
to different market segments.
In the office sector, the Smart Energy Now@ pilot and other innovative programs are have
begun customizing their activities to the different stakeholders that influence building energy
performance, their motivations, and the non-monetary barriers they face. Lessons from
these programs could help identify stakeholder-based social strategies that can effectively
address market barriers and help energy efficiency become standard practice in buildings.
11 Cooper and Wood, Summary of Ratepayer-Funded Electric Efficiency Impacts, Budgets, and Expenditures.
12 Ibid., 2
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13 Rsearch Questions
In many cases, energy efficiency is already a profitable investment. Savings from efficiency
measures can pay back costs within a few years or less and then generate ongoing profits.
The availability of upfront capital and financing continues to be a significant challenge for
many buildings. But there is also an increasing acknowledgement that energy efficient
building performance is a more dynamic and complex challenge than a basic investment
analysis made by a single decision-maker.
This research conducts a process-based analysis of Duke Energy's Smart Energy Now® pilot,
and reviews three other current programs that are providing stakeholder-based interventions
in office districts, in order to answer the following questions:
- Do social interventions, such as information feedback and education, process
assistance, and social engagement, have direct energy saving benefits?
- How should these interventions be tailored to different building stakeholders, such
as the building owner, facility staff, occupant organizations, and office workers?
- What are the emerging best practices for implementing and measuring social
intervention programs?
C. Thesis Overview
The potential for targeted social interventions is explored through the following chapters:
ii. Evolution of Energy Efficiency Programs
Ratepayer funded programs have historically focused primarily providing direct financial
incentives. Today programs are increasingly providing social interventions, such as
information, education and process assistance. But they are still focused on encouraging a
single decision-maker to make capital investments.
Ill. The Office Building Social System
Operational efficiency remains elusive despite the technical potential for low and no cost
savings. This market distortion is caused by the fact that day-to-day building performance is
shaped by the actions of multiple stakeholders, including the owner, facility staff, occupant
organizations, and office workers. These stakeholders control different aspects of energy
use and have different interests. But they all face non-monetary barriers such as information
and education, process assistance, and the need for encouragement from others.
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IV. Smart Energy Now@: Context
Smart Energy Now@, a new smart metering pilot in Charlotte NC, is one of the first ratepayer-
funded efficiency programs to focus exclusively on operational efficiency in office buildings.
The pilot entailed installing advanced metering systems in 64 of the largest office buildings,
where 20,000 people work. Community-wide metrics are shown on interactive kiosks in
building lobbies, and meter-level data is provided to building owners and facility staff. The
program is also conducting professional development events for facility staff, Energy
Champion trainings for office workers, and community-wide action campaigns. The pilot was
enabled by a new cross-sector partnership called Envision Charlotte, built upon a history of
corporate citizenship, and funded through a new compensation mechanism for Duke
Energy's efficiency programs called Save-A-Watt.
V. Smart Energy Now@: Process-Based Evaluation
Four months after program launch, I conducted a process-based evaluation of Smart Energy
Now@ based on interviews and surveys with stakeholders in twelve participating buildings.
This research revealed that the pilot has been successful in many of its direct interventions
with stakeholders, including gaining almost 100% owner participation and providing effective
education and professional development opportunities for facility staff. The program has
also engaged and trained more than 450 office workers in the Energy Champions program,
and supported them in undertaking about 45 projects in their offices. In order to achieve
scale, the program now needs to integrate more with organizational processes and activities.
VI. Case Studies of Tailored Interventions
Other successful efficiency programs can be examined to identify emerging best practices.
The EDF Climate Corps provides grad student fellows to help owners and facility staff work
together on efficiency projects. BOMA's Kilowatt Crackdown is using a friendly competition to
provide professional development for facility staff. The Chicago Green Office Challenge
provides process assistance and recognition for both facility staff and occupant
organizations. These programs have worked with hundreds of buildings to achieve millions of
dollars in savings. They all utilize a progress-tracking framework to deliver education,
assistance and recognition interventions. They also tailor activities to what stakeholders
control and explicitly help align organizational roles and processes.
VII. Conclusions
Social interventions can directly result in energy saving behaviors, and increase the
likelihood of capital investment. However the potential for operational efficiency varies
10
depending on each building's technical characteristics and organizational structure.
Information and education must be tailored to what stakeholders control and care about.
Process assistance can be effectively delivered through a flexible framework, such as a
progress-tracking system. Ultimately, the goal should be to integrate efficiency into the
normal roles and processes of the building social system. To support this, efficiency
programs must provide new resources such as tools, trainings, program materials and
rewards. Outreach and engagement should also be conducted in partnership with
organizational leaders and the professional networks that matter to stakeholders.
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II. The Evolution of Energy Efficiency Programs
A. Direct Funding Mechanisms
The most common form of efficiency incentive is direct funding for diagnostic analyses and
capital investments. Efficiency programs assume that market actors are not investing in
efficiency because they are not aware of the opportunity or the returns are not sufficient.
Therefore, technical analyses are used to help decision-makers identify worthwhile
investments and feel confident that savings will be achieved. Financial support, in the form
of grants or loans, decreases upfront costs and increases the return on investments.
Fig. 2. Rational-Economic Approach to Efficiency Programs
Direct * Financial * Capital
funding Incentives investments
e Technical
Analyses
This approach is based on the Physical-Technical-Economic Model (PTEM)13 of consumption,
which assumes that a single rational actor purchases energy efficiency in a perfectly
competitive market. In other words, he or she makes decisions based on perfect information
(such as electric rates, available technologies, investment costs, and resulting savings) and
does not face any transaction costs or barriers.
Under the PTEM approach, an investment in efficiency is seen like any other kind of
investment. In a typical investment scenario, an investor pays money up front in order to
receive a stream of income in the future. For riskier projects, an investor will require greater
returns. In the case of efficiency, a building owner would be considering investing in new
equipment in order to receive energy cost savings in the future.
13 Lutzenhiser, "Social and Behavioral Aspects of Energy Use.".
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Most publicly funded energy efficiency programs offer both
* Aa technical assistance and capital investment incentive for
commercial buildings. NSTAR is an example of the best traditional incentive programs, and
their success contributed to Massachusetts' status as the #1 state for energy efficiency 4 .
NSTAR provides expert financial incentives and assistance with engineering and
commissioning tasks for businesses undertaking energy efficiency projects. For Boston,
NSTAR's incentives for existing office buildings include15:
- Cost-share for whole building audit, commissioning, and other technical analyses
- Retrofit program - up to 50% cost share for prescriptive rebates and up to 75% cost-
share for comprehensive retrofits.
- Small Business direct install program - packages financial incentive up to 70% of
project costs, with 2-year interest-free financing and turnkey services from audit
through installation
NSTAR reports spending about $90M on efficiency program implementation annually, in
order to achieve 191 GW of efficiency16. The company reports achieving a benefit-cost ratio
of 4.97 for its commercial and industrial programs, meaning the benefits were approximately
five times greater than the associated costs.
B. Evidence of Market Barriers
A purely rational economic analysis of efficiency investments would result in far more
efficiency investment than is happening today. Energy efficiency projects cost money up
front, but generate savings that fully cover costs over time and then generate ongoing profits.
Energy efficiency investments are therefore often discussed in terms of their "simple
payback," which indicates the number of years that it takes for the savings resulting from an
efficiency investment to cover the total cost of that investment17. Energy efficiency projects
can have paybacks ranging from under one year to twenty years or more.
14 ACEEE State Energy Efficiency Scorecard.
15 NSTAR, "NSTAR Electric Programs."
16 Energy Efficiency Annual Report.
17 The simple payback of an energy efficiency investment is calculated as (annual savings) / (total cost), and is
typically not adjusted for the time-value of money or financing expenses. The simple payback only accounts for
cost savings, and does not include potential increased revenue form having a "green" building, as discussed
further.
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Fig. 3. Efficiency Project Types
Retro-
commissioning
Quick Payback
Retrofit
Deep Retrofit
Immediate Equipment maintenance,
- 1 year repairs operational
settings, routines
1-2 years Above + controls, lighting
5-10 years Above + HVAC systems
20+ years Above + envelope,
windows
Conceptually, when considering how to use his or her limited funds, an owner would compare
the risks and returns of an investment in efficiency with that of other potential investments.
In fact, simple payback years can be translated into common metrics that are used to
compare and evaluate the returns on many kinds of investments. The internal rate of return
(IRR) calculates the annual effective compounded returns as a percentage of an investment.
It can be used to compare different investments, including stocks, bonds, real estate and
venture capital.
Fig. 4: Comparison of Investments
Efficiency Investments Payback (yrs)
Retrocommissioning
Quick-Payback EE
Retrofit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10Comprehenive Retrofits
(10+)
= IRR (%) Other Financial Markets
100%
50%
33%
24%
18%
14%
11%
9%
7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
High-risk, high reward investments such as
venture capital and real estate development
- Average return from stock market (1970-2010)
- Italian long term bond' "crisis" threshhold
(Nov 2011)
- Corporate bonds (4-7%)
- US long term Treasury Bonds
(essentially risk-free)
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,
This rough analysis shows that energy efficiency is a great investment compared to the risks
and returns of other financial markets. Moreover, when investing in efficiency, any actor
could choose a payback period that matches their risk tolerance and return timeframe.
Incentives further increase the returns, making all measures more attractive. A 50% subsidy
cuts the payback period of an investment in half, doubling the IRR.
Yet direct incentives have not achieved significant program participation. Overall, programs
that focus on physical system and address financial barriers have had limited success -
savings to date are equivalent to only 12% of the outstanding cost-effective potential.
Michaels and Ornstein write that, "The plateau of indifference in customer discount rates
shows that rate of return does not affect penetration within a wide band of [efficiency]
measures" 18. So why isn't more efficiency happening?
C. Technical & Process Assistance
If a perfectly competitive market existed, we would expect far greater investment in energy
efficiency than is occurring, because it is a relatively low risk, high return investment. It is
likely that some financial barriers remain, such as the need for upfront capital and access to
financing. But financial barriers cannot be the only problem.
Classical economic approaches to efficiency programs assume a perfectly rational individual
actor who has all the necessary information, is motivated to undertake efficiency and faces
no transaction costs, and is not influenced by the actions and priorities of their social group
or occupant organization. In reality, these barriers exist and are equally, if not more,
influential than financial motivations. Lutzenhiser writes that the PTEM approach
"exaggerates the importance of energy prices and technological solutions, while
underestimating the importance of social action and non-economic influences.19"
Decision-makers are often reluctant to invest in capital measure because they are:
- Hard to identify and evaluate. People do not have detailed information about their
own building's characteristics and performance in comparison to other buildings. By
contrast, there is lots of information on publicly traded commodities such as stocks
and bonds that enable people to identify a "good investment."
18 Michaels and Ornstein, "Marketing Energy Efficiency to commercial customers - What Have We Learned?".
19 Lutzenhiser, "Social and Behavioral Aspects of Energy Use." 249.
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- Small investments with high transaction costs. Owners must spend a lot of time and
effort to achieve small dollar returns. Owners must evaluate the investment options,
select and oversee consultants and contractors, obtain financing, and oversee
implementation. But the resulting savings may not be meaningful. Energy costs are
often only 1-3% of a building or organization's total operating budget20.
- Perceived as high risk. Owners often do not trust that equipment will perform as
expected or that the full savings will be achieved. There can be large variations
between building performance as predicted by a model and the actual performance
after the building is constructed or a major renovation is completed. Some savings
may also go to tenants as a result of their lease clauses. Engineers and architects
often joke, "The building was perfect until you put people in it."
Recognizing these challenges, efficiency programs are increasingly providing tools and
resources such as information feedback and performance tracking, and help with the
investment planning and execution process. These interventions are intended to promote
capital investment and have market transformative effects by increasing knowledge about
energy performance and awareness of efficiency as an investment opportunity. Expansions
on the traditional model are shown in italics below:
Fig. 5. Efficiency Program Current Best Practices
S ACTTIES
* Direct + Financial * Knowledge o Capital
funding Incentives about energy investments
e Tools & e Technical * Awareness of
resources Analyses opportunities
* Information
& Education
- Process
Assistance
20 Michaeis and Ornstein, "Marketing Energy Efficiency to Commercial Customers - What Have We Learned?".
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Programs providing information and education and process assistance range from ratepayer
funded outreach and assistance programs to private sector one-stop-shop models such as
performance contracting and Managed Energy Service Agreements.
The New York State Energy Research and
Development Agency (NYSERDA) delivers energy
! n S i efficiency programs for New York City's more
than 4,000 office buildings. NYSERDA offers
subsidies for technical analyses and capital investments, and uses an outreach program
called Focus CRE to streamline its marketing and project support services.21
Like NSTAR, NYSERDA's incentive programs include financial support for technical analyses
and equipment upgrades.
- FlexTech provides a 50% cost share for technical analyses including benchmarking,
energy audits, commissioning and LEED accreditation studies.
- The Existing Facilities pre-qualified offering provides rebates for individual equipment
purchases, and requires very little paperwork beyond receipts.
- The Existing Facilities performance-based option provides up to $0.16/kWh for
annual energy savings below baseline consumption, capped at 50% of project costs.
But NYSERDA also has sector-based "Focus" programs that provide the social interventions
needed to promote capital investments. The Focus on Commercial Real Estate (Focus CRE)
program provides dedicated marketing and account management services for the largest
owners and managers in New York City to streamline access NYSERDA's incentive programs.
Since 2007, Focus CRE has helped facilitate more than 216 program applications totaling
over $11 million incentive dollars.22
A Focus CRE Account Manager works with each client firm to understand the overall real
estate investment strategy for their portfolio of buildings, and incorporate all potential
NYSERDA assistance and incentives into their capital investment process. Focus CRE staff
also provide project implementation assistance by reviewing benchmarking and audit results,
21 In recent years, NYSERDA has successfully combined efforts with the New York City government to promote
energy efficiency. New York city's Greener Greater Buildings Plan (GGBP) legislation requires that all large
building owners undertake benchmarking and retro-commissioning, install tenant sub-meters, and upgrade their
lighting over the next decade.
22 HR&A Advisors, Focus CRE Program Status Report 1Q2012.
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assisting with capital planning, helping to select auditors and installation contractors, and
conducting tenant outreach.
Fig. 6. NYSERDA Programs for Commercial Office Buildings
SBC III: July 112006 - June 30, 2011
Achievements through March 31, 201123
Budget Spent Spent Savings Goal Progress
($M) ($M) (%) (GWh) (GWh)
Flex Tech 31 15 48% 543 466 116%
Existing 165 90 55% 672 576 117%
Facilities
Focus* 17 12 70% N/A N/A N/A
Total 212 117 55% 1,214 1,042 117%
*lncludes CRE and other Focus Programs
Today, many of the best efficiency programs are addressing social barriers through
information, education, and process assistance. These programs' success provides
evidence that social interventions can increase efficiency activity. Yet most programs are still
fundamentally geared towards encouraging a single decision-maker to make capital
investments. Moreover, these interventions do not address the decision-maker's concern
that the building will operate differently than predicted.
The concern about performance risk reveals an underlying truth about building operations.
Energy consumption in office buildings is shaped by the decisions and behavior of owners,
facility staff, occupant organizations and individual employees. Each type of stakeholder
controls different aspects of energy-use and related decision-making. But they all face social
barriers to efficiency that are not directly related to financial concerns. Only a few efficiency
programs are explicitly tailoring social interventions to the interests of different building
stakeholders and what they can control.
23New York State Energy Research and Development Authority, SBC Program Evaluation and Status Report 2Q
2011., Section 3
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Ilil. The Comprehensive Approach
A. Tailoring Interventions to Stakeholders
The potential for low and no cost efficiency in buildings is often 10-20%. Actual building
performance as compared to design also often fluctuates in the same range. And capital
decision-makers are concerned that they cannot capture all savings predicted in building
audits. The same key factor underlies all these issues: building operations.
While building energy performance varies, it is also not totally unpredictable and
uncontrollable. Consumption levels can range widely among similar buildings, but energy
use within each is typically highly patterned24. This is because energy use results from
cognitive, emotional and social forces at work within an existing organizational and economic
structure. Adjusting these dynamics can permanently change energy consumption patterns.
In reality, an office building is not a single unit with a corresponding single decision-maker.
Energy consumption is determined by the actions of multiple stakeholders - owners, facility
staff, tenants, and office workers. These stakeholders have distinct roles and routines,
control different aspects of energy use, and may or may not be responsible for related costs.
Moreover, each actor faces significant nonfinancial barriers to efficiency such as insufficient
information, high transaction costs in terms of time and effort, and an absence of
reinforcement through organizational roles and social norms.
A more complete paradigm of the energy-related system of office building should recognize
the presence of multiple stakeholders and social barriers. Earlier research proposed the
Community Action Feedback Model, which identified three main social barriers, and
corresponding intervention strategies, based on theories of learning and behavior and case
studies of other programs targeting resource consumption. 25
An efficiency program that successfully motivates all building stakeholders could promote
collaborative effort towards efficiency and unlock substantial savings. Yet this will require
tailoring social interventions to each building stakeholder.
24 Lutzenhiser, "Social and Behavioral Aspects of Energy Use." 256
25 Alschuler, Donnelly, and Michaels, A Community Action-Feedback Model for Operational Efficiency in Office
Buildings.
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Fig. 7. Concept of Tailored Interventions
/ / I /
/ I / /
/ / /
The concept of tailored interventions was used to inform the design of Duke Energy's Smart
Energy Now@ pilot. This research now seeks to evaluate the success of specific program
activities that utilize each strategy. This chapter takes an initial look at the strategies and
stakeholders. The following section describes each of the four stakeholder types, what
aspects of energy consumption they control, and their interests. Three types of social
barriers and interventions are then examined: information and education, process
assistance, and social engagement. This framework is then used to analyze the programs.
B. Office Building Stakeholders
Office building stakeholders control different aspects of energy consumption and related
decisions. Office building energy consumption roughly breaks down to 40% in the "base
building" and 60% in the office spaces, depending on the each building's equipment and
control systems.
Fig. 8. Electric Consumption by Stakeholder in a Typical Office Building
-- -- 
3-" -SaeConsumption Related Equipment & Efficiency Control over Purchasing
Opportunities Decisions & Operations
Office spaces ±60% Lighting, plug load, data centers, Occupant organizations
office equipment, behavior - Office Workers
Moreover, each person's daily routines and awareness of energy use is developed in the
context of his or her role within the building. Efficiency incentives are thus introduced into
20
settings with pre-existing energy-behavior "incentive structures." 26 There are three basic
organizational configurations of stakeholders in an office building, the owner-occupant
model, the owner-manager model, and a hybrid model:
Fig. 9. Basic Organizational Structures of Office Buildings
A. Owner-Occupied Buildings
Property
Managernent Co. Office Workers
&/or Facility StaffJ
B. Owner-Manager Buildings
C. Hybrid Model
Facility Staff Office Workers
In (A) the owner-occupant model, a single organization uses the building, and also owns it as
an organizational resource. In this case, the capital decision-maker is the ultimate authority
for both the occupant organization and the building operations. The owner may hire a third
party management company or directly employ facility staff, often depending on the size of
the building.
In (B) the owner-manager model, the primary business of the entity that owns the building is
real estate investment and management. The owner oversees facility staff and leases the
office space to occupant organizations. In some cases, there can also be a hybrid model (C),
in which the largest occupant owns the building but hires a third party management company
to take care of the property and manage the space that is leased to other occupant
organizations.
26 Lutzenhiser, "Social and Behavioral Aspects of Energy Use," p.257.
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Building owners legally control the building and are the ultimate authority for approving and
funding for capital investments. Owners set priorities for building maintenance and
operations and must approve any substantial capital investment. But decision-makers have
differing levels of interest, priorities and return expectations for investments in efficiency
depending on their business plan and investment strategy. They may have differing credit
and access to capital that affects their ability to invest. And when considering an efficiency
investment, they may care most about green branding, increasing rents, or decreasing
operating costs.
Some capital decision-makers may be primarily interested in branding opportunities for the
organization or building. Occupant organizations (whether the owner or a major tenant) may
also value sustainability because of their cultures or missions or because of the branding
possibilities and public relations benefits. Owner-managers of multi-tenant buildings often
benefit more from increased income (in the form of higher rent or decreased vacancy), than
from cost savings achieved through green branding. This approach is most likely to appeal to
owners of buildings in competitive markets, such as central business districts, where a
competitive advantage can be profitable.
By contrast, other owners are more interested in lowering operating costs. Cost savings are
often the primary concern for owner-occupants that are capital constrained or do not plan to
sell their building in the near future, and older multi-tenant buildings in less competitive
markets. For these owners, the financial proposition is key.
Property Management Firms & Facility Staff
Property managers and facility staff have the greatest direct control over building operations
and efficiency on a day-to-day basis. They also develop capital plans for investments in new
equipment. Typically facility staff annually compiles a list of opportunities for investment,
with the business justification for each, for the owner to approve. Investments that cannot
be funded right away often remain on the list for future years. But the decision to invest is
ultimately the owner's.
In addition, staff is usually not compensated based on the building's energy performance or
net operating income. Facility staff members typically work directly for the occupant
organization or for a third party manager and are paid a salary. Owners that hire third party
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management firms usually pay a flat fee or a portion of the building's gross revenues; neither
structure rewards efficiency-related cost savings.
In fact, facility staff members' interests may sometimes run counter to efficiency. They must
typically ask permission to implement new programs or make investments. They may receive
positive reinforcement for avoiding capital expenditures by "keeping things running" well
past their useful lives. Staff members also have an interest in maintaining occupant comfort
and satisfaction above all else. As a result, the actors that have the greatest expertise about
and control over energy performance are not yet incentivized to promote efficiency.
Occupant organizations
The organization(s) that occupy the building have influence on energy consumption related to
the workspace - particularly temperature settings, lighting controls, equipment and data
centers. Some aspects of base building consumption, such as temperature settings and
operating hours for heating and cooling, are often formally established in the organization's
agreement with facility staff. All tenant organizations also determine their own office
equipment purchasing and operating practices, and have the ability to promote a culture of
efficiency among the office workers.
Many office buildings have multiple tenants, each of which may have a varying level of
control over energy systems in their workspaces. In addition, control over systems does not
always align with responsibility for operating costs. Lease structures determine how
operating costs, related to both the base building and the tenant spaces, are allocated
between the owner and tenant. Different lease structures can create disincentives for
efficiency for either the owner or occupant organizations. This "split incentive" dynamic is
one of the reasons why owners state that they are unable to capture the savings identified
through audit recommendations.
It is beyond the scope of this analysis to untangle lease structures, although significant
progress is being made on green leasing. The point is that there can be a mix of tenant types
in a single building, with differing levels of control over energy consumption and financial
incentives. In these cases, information and non-monetary interventions may be even more
important to help align interests and promote collaborative work towards efficiency.
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Office workers
Office workers can drive efficiency through changing their everyday habits. Lighting and
office equipment alone can account for 25-50% of total office building consumption 27.
Support from building occupants can also be crucial to successful implementation of
measures such as lighting automation or changing temperature set-points.
However, workers are usually insensitive to energy costs and unaware of consumption. As
such, they are also particularly susceptible to nonmonetary barriers. Building occupants are
likely to think energy efficiency is impersonal, technical, complicated, inconvenient, and
neither fun nor rewarding. Some workers may be motivated to act efficiently because they or
their organizations value sustainability. Even so, they are unlikely to know the range of
energy-saving actions that they could take, and the relative impacts of each action. Thus,
one of the greatest challenges to achieving energy efficiency in office buildings is effectively
motivating this large group of stakeholders who have no direct financial interest in
sustainability.
C. Social interventions.
Researchers have consistently identified energy invisibility, and individual behavior and
social processes, as central and dynamic forces that determine how energy consumers
interact with buildings, systems and appliances. This is particularly true in regards to
operational efficiency, where most actions have little to no financial cost. Office building
stakeholders face three main nonfinancial barriers to efficiency actions, related to a lack of
information and education, process assistance, and social engagement. Efficiency programs
therefore need to intervene in social systems to remove these barriers.
Information & Education
Energy use is invisible; it is a means to other ends. Egan writes, "energy use is not in and of
itself a behavior but the outcome of behaviors... energy use is an indirect consequence of
everyday actions."2 8 People use computers and printers, take elevators and turn on lights,
and do not see or experience the volume of energy used. Even facility staff may be more
focused on equipment operations and tenant comfort than energy use itself. As a result,
there is a high level of energy illiteracy. Most office-building stakeholders do not know how
27D&R International, Buildings Energy Data Handbook., Environmental Defense Fund (2010), DOE Energy
Information Administration, Building End-Use consumption Survey (1999)
28 Egan, The Application of Social Science to Energy conservation: Realizations, Models and Findings, p.3.
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much energy their building consumes, how the systems work, or the relative energy-intensity
of different end uses.
- Information feedback is essential because it, "directly attacks the invisibility of
energy use by providing end-users a signal about their consumption."29 Metering and
benchmarking can be used to establish an energy performance information feedback
that provides meaningful, contextualized information about energy use. An energy
performance feedback loop, with regularly updated, granular data, that provides
information both before and after taking action.
Owners and occupant organizations may be interested in the quantifiable direct
benefits to their business, such as green branding, tenant or worker attraction and
retention, or reduced operating costs. Facility staff may be interested in granular
technical data about building performance to inform operations and help with fault
detection. Workers may respond to messages about community goals or
environmental benefits, and will be interested in individual, group and community-
level progress tracking.
- Education can promote better decision-making. Owners and organizational leaders
are often interested in the business case for efficiency. Facility staff may benefit
from additional training on interval meter data, building commissioning, or new
technologies. Programs can also increase energy literacy among office workers by
educating people about basic electricity concepts and how equipment works. The
best behavior-change programs enable people to actively engage in processing
information and making choices.
Process Assistance & Motivation
Most individuals lack any reason to undertake efficient actions. Darby writes that people's
daily practices are influenced by, "routines, artifacts and know-how (tacit knowledge)," 30
which reflect past experiences and facilitating conditions. The practices of interacting with
buildings and appliances relate to professional activities, personal comfort and lifestyle. So
long as these practices are serving their purpose, individuals have no reason to pay attention
to energy consumption.
29 Ibid. p.21.
30 Darby, Literature Review for the Energy Demand Research Project, p.4.
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Even if people are motivated to achieve efficiency, it's complicated and time-consuming to
evaluate energy consumption, identify the right actions to take, and then implement the
changes. Moreover, efficiency is not fun, rewarding or "sexy" because there are no clear or
directly relevant benefits. Actions such as buying a hybrid vehicle or installing a solar panel
are tangible, visible and attract positive attention.
- Implementation assistance makes the efficiency process less challenging,
complicated and time consuming. This can range from helping develop an
investment plan for facility staff and owners to providing walk-through audit tools and
energy saving tips for office workers.
- Pledge and tracking systems help people set goals and compare their progress to
others. They have been used effectively in programs ranging from weight-loss to
retirement savings.31 People can be encouraged to set goals and track their progress
against their own goals and the goals of their group or community.
- Rewards and recognition also help motivate individuals. Buildings, organizations,
office workers and facility staff alike may be interested in public recognition.
Rewards and prizes for office workers can include company perks or event tickets.
Social Endorsement
People are strongly affected by social norms. The Fishbein-Azjen model of attitudes and
behavior posits that behavior is a result of a dynamic interaction between the individual
decision maker's attitudes and the influences of his or her social environment.32 This was
seen clearly in the experiments of social psychologists Cialdini and Schultz on the effect of
social norm messaging on conservation behaviors, such as towel reuse in hotels and
recycling in parks. They concluded that regardless of what people state their motives to be,
"normative beliefs exert a powerful influence" 33 on behavior. People do what they see others
doing, and they seek approval from others for their actions.
Current norms, however, do not encourage energy efficient behaviors. In fact, both office
workers and facility staff may receive positive reinforcement from peers or employers for
31 Allcott and Mullainathan, "Behavior and Energy Policy," p.2.
32 Fishbein and Ajzen, Belief, Attitude, Intention, and Behavior: An Introduction to Theory and Research.
33Cialdini and Schultz, Understanding and Motivating Conservation via Social Norms, p.4
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actions that are energy inefficient, such as taking the elevator to chat with others or keeping
the temperature high in the winter.
Moreover, research on residential energy consumption patterns has revealed the importance
of "the household division of labor, and socially determined work roles, as well as the
importance of the differential distribution of knowledge in the family regarding energy and
technology" 34 . The same can be said of office buildings as social organizations. Different
energy-related responsibilities, levels of competence and types of decisions are considered
appropriate for owners, facility staff, tenants and workers. As in the residential research,
undertaking the initiative to change energy-related activities can even cause tensions in
relationships or a perceived loss of comfort in others. 35 But these communication channels
and social systems can also be essential to the relative success of an innovation's
acceptance. 36
- Endorsement lets individuals know that their group values efficiency. Explicit, shared
goals establish efficiency as a priority and help stakeholders mobilize and coordinate.
Building owners, property managers and business leaders can provide "top down"
endorsement and encourage efficient behavior among their staff.
- Engagement through peer groups such as friendly competitions, green teams and
professional networks provide a shared experience and support for actions. Social
groups can range from department or floor to entire professional network or local
community. Groups can develop their own goals, messages and marketing strategies.
34 Lutzenhiser, "Social and Behavioral Aspects of Energy Use," p.2 6 3
35 Darby, Literature Review for the Energy Demand Research Project, p.12-16
36 Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations.
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IV. Smart Energy Now@
A. Program Design
Smart Energy Now@, Duke Energy's new pilot, aims to reduce energy use in uptown Charlotte
buildings up to 20% by 2016, which would avoid 220,000 metric tons of greenhouse gases.
Up to 5% of the energy use reduction is focused on no- and low-cost behavior actions. Using
social interventions Smart Energy Now@ has started by installing advanced metering
systems, interactive kiosks, and providing information feedback and community
engagement.
Smart Energy Now@ has entailed installing advanced metering systems and interactive
kiosks in the 63 large office buildings in uptown Charlotte, totaling approximately 20 million
square feet (98% of the downtown office space). The buildings host more than 300
organizations, where more than 20,000 people work 37. Duke Energy chose its headquarter
city for the pilot because Charlotte is "big enough to matter, and small enough to measure."
A goal of 5% savings from behavioral actions across uptown was selected in order to brand it
as a community-wide effort and enable the business community to show what they can
28
37 Shircliff, "Envision Charlotte."
achieve by working together. As discussed further, Duke Energy ensured that participation
would cost nothing for all buildings, enabling nearly 100% penetration of the target market.
Fig. 10: Smart Energy Now@ Program Logic Model
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The advanced metering system enables both the program interventions and the
measurement and verification of resulting savings. The meters provide 15-minute interval
data to individual building owners and facility staff via a private web site. The uptown-wide
sum of the buildings' consumption is shown in real time on interactive kiosks in all of the
building lobbies and on a public web site. The interactive kiosks and web site are then used
as one resource for education and engagement activities.
Education and engagement activities have included networking events for facility staff and
"Energy Champions" trainings for office workers. Smart Energy Now@ also conducts
community-wide campaigns promoting specific actions, such as "Flipping Out," encouraging
people to turn off their lights. Participants receive recognition on the web site and interactive
kiosk, and prizes such as ipads and green reusable cups.
Through these interventions, Smart Energy Now@ aims to increase energy literacy,
awareness of opportunities to cut energy waste, and importance given to efficiency. These
mental and emotional processes should lead to greater operational efficiency as people
change their energy-related routines, behaviors, and purchasing practices. Ultimately,
building support for efficiency could lead to changes in controls and settings, capital
investments in efficiency, and spillover to businesses and homes outside of the program's
target group.
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The Smart Energy Now@ program was made possible by a committed group of local leaders,
built upon a history of corporate citizenship, and funded through a new compensation
mechanism for Duke Energy's efficiency programs called Save-A-Watt. Duke Energy met with
the Envision Charlotte partners, who are also the major employers and building owners, to
gain their input and approval for the program when it was still in the design phase. Once a
majority of buildings approved the Smart Energy Now@ concept, Duke Energy worked on the
program details internally and got the program approved as part of their new Save-a-Watt
efficiency program portfolio. The advanced meters and wireless communication systems
were provided through a partnership with Cisco Systems and Verizon. Duke Energy then
returned to Envision Charlotte and the local chapters of the Green Building Council and the
International Facility Managers Association to collaborate on the outreach and educational
activities discussed in this paper.
B. Envision Charlotte
Even though Smart Energy Now@ is a Duke Energy program funded by ratepayer dollars, it
has been designed and implemented as the first initiative of Envision Charlotte, a new
collaboration between local government, non-profits and the largest employers and building
owners. Envision Charlotte enabled these players to shape the design of Smart Energy
Now@, contribute resources for implementation, and leverage the results towards a
community goal.
Envision Charlotte seeks to link economic development with sustainability and brand
Charlotte as an "Energy hub." According to Charlotte Center City Partners (CCCP),
sustainability has emerged as a "resounding message" in the community meetings and
public outreach and was therefore added as a fourth goal for the 2020 Vision Plan. 38 At the
same time, the economic turmoil of 2007-2009 created an identity crisis for businesses in
Charlotte. One interviewee said, "After the banking crash we were all asking, what are we
going to be known for now?"
In order to combine these interests, Charlotte Center City Partners began conversations with
the local government and business community about creating an "action arm" for
sustainability efforts. The result was Envision Charlotte, a non-profit that provides the
structure for an ongoing partnership between the City of Charlotte, Mecklenburg County,
Center City Partners, and uptown's largest employers and landowners (including Duke
38 MIG, Inc et al., Charlotte Center City 2020 Vision Plan.
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Energy, Bank of America and Wells Fargo). The Envision Charlotte umbrella establishes a
broader mission and brand for downtown Charlotte, provides a framework for community
engagement, enables multi-sector collaboration, and allows the partnership to have longevity
beyond a single program or pilot.
In interviews, the Envision Charlotte partners consistently stated that public-private
collaboration is one of Charlotte's greatest strengths. Darlene Heater said, "Charlotte is a
small city with strong existing relationships, its nothing to call others and say we are thinking
about this project, do you want to come to the table?" But Envision Charlotte still had to
have the right message in order to get all the players to commit. Over the course of many
discussions, they decided to take a business-oriented approach to sustainability, and to
position Charlotte as a place where innovative ideas could be tested and measured. Their
final vision statement is:
Envision Charlotte is a unique public-private collaboration that is leading Charlotte to
become a global model for environmental sustainability and measurable community
results. The goal is to spur sustainable behaviors and reduce defined environmental
resource use and related costs by up to 20 percent in five years, in uptown
Charlotte's business community.39
Heidi Pruess from Mecklenburg County said that the Envision Charlotte framework, "Allows
the business community to talk to local government and non-profits in a way that
sustainability fits in with them." Efforts are focused on projects that make economic sense
and have the potential to generate cost savings. Moreover, businesses recognize that green
branding can help make their city an attractive place to work and live. Sustainability will be
essential to attracting new companies, along with the quality of life, access to airport, and
other amenities. Matthew Stein from the local IFMA chapter said, "The culture of Charlotte is
not 'let's be green to be green.' It's 'let be green because it's a good business decision."'
Another key aspect of Envision Charlotte is a focus on model programs and detailed
measurement. The goal is to make Charlotte a "living lab" to test new programs for energy,
air, water and waste resources. Darlene Heater from Center City Partners said, "It's in
Charlotte's spirit, we want to do our own thing, not just best practices from other places."
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C. Corporate Citizenship
Charlotte has a long history of public-private collaboration. The city takes pride in being the
headquarters of several of the most successful companies started in North Carolina,
including Bank of America, Wachovia (now Wells Fargo) and Duke Energy. These companies
have remained loyal to Charlotte, maintaining their headquarters in uptown and participating
in the city's civic life despite mergers and economic cycles. Together, these three companies
represent over two thirds of the employees and square feet in uptown Charlotte.
These three companies' longstanding importance to Charlotte, in terms of the their
employment, physical presence in uptown and corporate citizenship activities, have led the
local government, non-profits and community to see them as essential partners. People
often made comments like, "There are a couple key players that need to be involved for any
city-wide initiative to work," or "Unless you have the big guys, you don't have a program."
Bank of America began as American Commercial Bank, founded in Charlotte in 1874. Under
the leadership of Hugh McColl, the bank made over 200 acquisitions and mergers, ultimately
becoming Bank of America and maintaining its headquarters in Charlotte. Bank of America is
the second largest bank in the US, and the fifth largest company in the United States40.
During Bank of America's growth, Hugh McColl also emerged as a committed local civic
leader. The company catalyzed the redevelopment of Charlotte's Third and Fourth Wards
through construction of its own buildings and investment in the mixed use Gateway Village41 .
McColl personally endowed the Charlotte Children's Theater and the McColl Center for Visual
Art, and helped bring the Carolina Panthers NFL and Charlotte Hornets NBA franchises to the
city. He was also an outspoken supporter of minority rights and civil rights. In fact, McColl's
commitment to lending for inner-city and minority businesses, and providing housing for low-
income neighborhoods, was key in gaining community support for many of the bank's
mergers and acquisitions. Center City Partners' Darlene Heater said, "Hugh McColl set the
standard for community development and city building."
Wells Fargo can be traced back to the First Union Corporation, founded in 1908 as the
banking desk in the lobby of a Charlotte hotel42. First Union merged with Asheville's First
National Bank and Trust Company in 1958, and then with Winston Salem's Wachovia Bank
40 Wikipedia contributors, "Bank of America."
41 Wikipedia contributors, "Hugh McColl."
42 Wikipedia contributors, "Wachovia."
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in 2001. Wachovia suffered severe losses during the subprime mortgage crisis, resulting in
a merger with Wells Fargo in 2008. Part of the merger agreement was that Charlotte would
become the east coast headquarters for the San Francisco-based Wells Fargo, ensuring that
Charlotte-based business units and jobs would remain intact. Wells Fargo is now the fourth
largest bank in the US, and the 23rd largest company in the US. It has also been an active
corporate citizen, giving funding for local parks and Habitat for Humanity projects.
Duke Energy was started by James Buchanan Duke, an electric power and tobacco
industrialist from Durham, North Carolina. Duke invested in several generation plants in the
early 1900s, starting with a hydroelectric power station at India Hook Shoals along the
Catawba River. In 1927, Duke Power was officially formed by combining six local generation
companies that were founded or owned by the Duke family and its associates. Duke
Energy's mergers and acquisitions have continued since then, and the currently proposed
merger with Progress Energy would make it the largest utility in the country.
Throughout its growth, Duke Energy has maintained its headquarters in Charlotte. But it has
had a somewhat more contentious relationship with the community than the financial
institutions. In 1996, the company received negative press when the EPA won a case
against the company in the Supreme Court 43 , for failing to obtain permits under the Clean Air
Act when increasing the number of hours that its coal plants were operated. Then in 2008,
Duke Energy announced plans to build a new 820-MW coal plant in Cliffside, 55 miles
outside of Charlotte. The project was strongly opposed by local environmental groups and led
to large protests in front of Duke Energy's headquarters in Charlotte, where 44 people were
arrested44. Four people were also arrested for locking themselves to equipment at the plant.
Nevertheless, Duke Energy is respected in Charlotte as a major employer in Charlotte, and
the company's presence has catalyzed a growing energy cluster, with more than 250 energy
related businesses in the region, employing more than 28,000 workers45. Energy emerged
as an important local cluster at the same time that the financial industry was struggling.
Under the leadership of Jim Rogers, Duke Energy also repositioned itself as a leader in
sustainability. The company espouses a triple bottom line business approach, and Rogers is
known for saying that he wants to do right by his grandkids and his shareholders. He has
been a strong supporter of cap-and-trade, and helped build a business coalition to support
43 Environmental Defense Et AL. V. Duke Energy Corp. Et. Al.
44 "44 Arrested Protesting Cliffside Coal Plant n Rainforest Action Network Blog."
45 "10 Win Awards for Fostering Charlotte's Growing Energy Hub - Charlotte Business Journal."
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the ultimately unsuccessful Waxman-Markey bill. Rogers has argued that by 2050 more
than half of our country's aging stock of coal plants will need to be shut down or replaced,
and that this represents a huge business opportunity to move towards clean energy,
including nuclear, renewables and efficiency 46. Duke Energy's position is that government
regulation and incentives should make it profitable for companies to do the right thing. This
business-oriented approach to sustainability is reflected in both the design of Envision
Charlotte and the Save-A-Watt energy efficiency programs, discussed further below.
D. Save-A-Watt
North Carolina is a particularly challenging state to implement energy efficiency, as the
utilities are vertically integrated and electricity is cheap. Because Duke Energy owns
generation assets, reducing sales to end-users reduces their generation and transmission
income, even though those aspects of their business are technically separate. Moreover,
retail electric rates are only $0.06 per kilowatt-hour for large commercial customers in
Charlotte, 47 compared to $0.10 nationally and over $0.14 in New England and California 48.
This means that for efficiency projects, a greater KWh savings is needed to recoup every
dollar of upfront cost.
Because the economic proposition is weaker, North Carolina has not made significant
progress towards efficiency compared to other states and ranks 27th in the country49.
Nevertheless, North Carolina recently passed a Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency
Portfolio Standard (REEEPS) in 2008; and the State is ramping up to spend 0.75% of prior
year electricity revenues on efficiency.50 The Save-a-Watt model is thus the very first large-
scale efficiency program portfolio to be offered in Duke Energy's service territory.
While Duke Energy's proposal for Save-a-Watt was created to meet REEEPS requirements, it
was also meant to address the controversy around the Cliffside coal plant expansion. In
response to the bad publicity, Duke Energy proposed to provide the next 800 MW of capacity
through energy efficiency. The utility argued that if they could avoid building a new power
plant, ratepayers would benefit directly from energy efficiency measures and would maintain
lower rates compared to what would be required to cover the capital cost of building a new
plant. Therefore, Duke Energy proposed a compensation structure based on the avoided
46 Walsh, "Talking Energy with America's Greenest coal Exec."
47 Duke Energy rates
48 Average Retail Price of Electricity to Ultimate Customers by End-Use Sector, by State.
49 ACEEE State Energy Efficiency Scorecard.
50 "North Carolina Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard."
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cost of building a new power plant, rather than the direct cost of delivering efficiency. In
addition, they would only be paid based on savings delivered, regardless of costs incurred.
Duke Energy's original proposal of compensation based on avoided cost less 10% was
rejected by the NCUC in February 2009 due to concern over "unreasonably high profits."5' A
modified agreement was submitted and approved in August 2009 which allows the utility to
be compensated based on avoided cost less 50%, capped at 15% above program costs.5 2
In practice, Duke Energy's program compensation has hit the "cost + 15%" cap well before it
approaches 50% of the avoided cost of a coal plant. Nevertheless, the 15% profit has been
sufficient to jump start efficiency in Duke Energy's service territory. Save-A-Watt's residential
CFL programs achieved four times the projected participation and savings in the first year of
the program. The residential CFL program is responsible for 60% of Save-a-Watt's total costs
and 81% of its savings5 3. Thus Duke Energy has successfully tapped into the vast "low-
hanging fruit" in a state that did not have substantial efficiency programs before.
Even though Smart Energy Now@ is only a $3M program in Save-A-Watt's annual budget of
more than $50 million, it is has gained national recognition as an innovative approach to
efficiency. Duke Energy was able to experiment with an information feedback and behavioral
program because the Save-A-Watt compensation method is based entirely on the measured
outcomes, not the cost of specific program activities. Duke Energy can therefore undertake
activities and spend money as it sees fit because it is at-risk for ensuring that savings are
delivered. This has given Duke Energy the freedom to experiment more with different kinds
of program interventions, and the ability to be nimble and change their activities based on
the market response.
51 "N.C. Regulators Put Brakes on Save-A-Watt - charlotte Business Journal."
52 Duke Energy, Agreement and Joint Stipulation of Settlement, In the Matter of Application of Duke Energy
Carolinas, LLC for Approval of Save-A-Watt Approach Energy Efficiency Rider and Portfolio of Energy Efficiency
Programs.
53 Kaylor, Application for Approval of Vintage 3 Rider EE.
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V. Process-Based Evaluation
A closer look at Smart Energy Now@ can help establish a clear chain of causation between
stakeholder-specific interventions and energy savings. The pilot provides an opportunity to
test the success of specific activities, and reveal the influence of contextual factors.
A. Methodology
A process-based evaluation of Smart Energy Now@ was conducted in March 2012. Process-
based evaluations are intended to provide an understanding of how a program is being
carried out. It can help identify strengths and weaknesses in program activities, but it does
not focus on quantifying the results. Smart Energy Now@ was only launched in October
2011, so it is still very early in implementation. This is therefore a formative evaluation that
will be used to refine the pilot to enable it to achieve the three-year goal.
This chapter takes a "top-to-bottom" look at 12 buildings totaling 6.5 million square feet. For
each of the buildings, in each building, the owners, organizational leaders, facility staff, and
workers were interviewed. Focus groups were conducted with (1) a random sample of
people who had taken the Energy Champion trainings, and (2) a randomly selected
department within one of the buildings. An intercept survey was also conducted with a total
of 100 office workers in the lobbies of two different buildings at lunchtime.
This research sought to understand in what ways people have had contact with the program,
and what actions they have taken as a result. The analysis begins by looking at the baseline
conditions of the buildings, and identifying contextual factors including buildings' physical
building conditions and systems, as well as their organizational structure and culture. The
program interventions were tailored to different stakeholder types as shown below. Analysis
of the tailored interventions is organized by stakeholder type so that it can be understood in
terms of each actor's overall experience with the program.
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Fig. 11. Smart Energy Now@ Program Interventions
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B. Charlotte's Buildings
Participating Buildings
The 66 buildings participating in Smart Energy Now@ have a range of existing physical
systems and technical potentials for efficiency. Uptown has experienced two major real
estate cycles, in the 1920s and again from the late 1980s through the early 2000's. As a
result, there are two distinct groups: historic structures and more modern buildings.
Fig. 12. Building Age
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The average building size is 340,000 SF, but the standard deviation among buildings is
335,000 SF. While Charlotte has a majority of small buildings, the majority of the square
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footage is in the large buildings. Forty-nine buildings, or 74% percent of the participating
buildings, are smaller than 500,000 SF, but they only account for 39% of the square footage.
The remaining seventeen buildings account for 61% of the square footage.
Fig. 13. Building Size
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Charlotte's buildings have a median Energy Use Intensity of 20.10 and a mean of 23.39
kilowatt hours per square foot per year. Newer buildings tend to have a slightly higher EUI.
The Energy Use Intensity increases by 0.17 kWh/SF/year for each year change in building
age (R2=0.18). Building size has a much weaker positive correlation with energy use.
The twelve sample buildings are representative of all Smart Energy Now@ participants in
terms of building age, size and energy use intensity. The buildings are controlled by six
different owners and host more than 100 businesses. Four of the sample buildings are
owner-occupied buildings, while two are owner-managed buildings. The remaining six are
owned by a major tenant and managed by a third party, in the "hybrid" model. Nine of the
buildings have 1-6 occupant organizations and three buildings have over 10 organizations.
Existing Conditions
In Charlotte, modern "Class A" buildings likely have less efficiency potential than older or
smaller buildings. The larger, more sophisticated owners were more likely to have dedicated
facility staff, capital budgets for efficiency investments, and building management systems
that enable better control and automation of operations. By contrast, the older, smaller
buildings often do not have trained facility staff, a capital budget distinct from the
organization's overall budget, or a building automation system. These buildings may have
greater opportunities for low and no cost efficiency measures.
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The larger buildings with high profile occupant organizations have already been thinking
proactively about efficiency opportunities. Owners and facility staff from these buildings often
made statements like, "We've already done a lot of the low hanging fruit, in fact, we've cut
down half the tree." Most of these buildings have a formal capital budgeting process in
place, as well as a dedicated team of facility staff with expertise in building management.
Several buildings reported having reduced their energy consumption by several percentage
points per year over the last decade and achieving LEED certification through making
efficiency a priority in their annual capital budgeting process.
By contrast, smaller owner-occupied buildings were less likely to have dedicated facility staff
or a capital budget that is set aside from the organization's overall budget. This affects both
capital investments and building management systems. Many of the facility staff I spoke to in
these buildings had dual roles, where their primary responsibility was for the occupant
organization, and they oversaw the building operations as a secondary duty. Several of these
people did not have specialized training in building management or engineering.
Larger, newer buildings were also more likely to have building management systems (BMS)
that track equipment settings and performance. While most BMS do not track energy
consumption, they provide insights at the equipment level, compared to the advanced
meters, which track consumption at the building-wide level.
In fact, older and smaller buildings are more likely to benefit from the interval meters,
because they have not been able to install building management systems. One facility
manager said, "That building is challenged in a lot of ways financially, so we were thrilled to
get the [interval meter] technology." Moreover, the impacts of individual pieces of equipment
can be more easily identified in buildings with simpler systems. In one building, staff used
the interval meter data to identify equipment that was running over the weekend that should
not have been.
Finally, in newer buildings, occupants have less control over energy use in their office space.
Lighting is more likely to be controlled through a timer in offices with open floor plans, and
with motion sensors in closed offices and conference rooms. Some user control may remain
for task lighting and in spaces like bathrooms and break-rooms, but these opportunities
differ on a case-by-case basis. In older buildings, people are much more likely to have
traditional light switches and even thermostats in their offices.
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As a result, each building has different levels and types of opportunities for low and no-cost
efficiency. Moreover, the stakeholders that control each opportunity may vary. This means
that even a stakeholder-tailored approach must allow flexibility in the outcome actions that
stakeholders take.
C. Owners,
Targeted Outcomes
Initial efforts with building owners were centered on gaining approval for the building to
officially participate in the program, including committing to the 20% Envision Charlotte goal
and allowing the meters and interactive kiosks to be installed. In exchange for participating,
Smart Energy Now@ offered owners information feedback and public recognition. Building
owners now have access to the 15-minute interval data for their building. These activities
could result in energy savings by enabling fault detection and encouraging more efficient
behavior.
Program Activities
Before program launch, the focus was on getting the "big guys" to agree to participate,
including Bank of America, Wells Fargo, Duke Energy, and the City and County, who
collectively represent more than two thirds of the downtown office space. These
organizations are often the largest occupant and/or owner of their buildings, so agreeing to
participate included both the organization and the buildings they occupy. The participation of
these organizations was essential to program feasibility, and was highly publicized. Once the
largest organizations were on board, the vast majority of the smaller buildings decided to
participate as well. Program participants represent almost 100% of the target market.
Findings
Overall, the major organizations participated in order to gain public recognition, not for the
benefits of the advanced metering data. Owners' primary concerns related to the cost of
participating and ensuring data privacy, which were addressed through the program design.
Once owners agreed to participate, day-to-day responsibility was been primarily delegated to
property management groups and facility staff.
Most of the large building owners participated in the program in order to gain public
recognition. The "big guys" all recognized the value of a community-wide effort for their own
image and Charlotte's. As discussed earlier, Charlotte hopes to brand itself as a Southern
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business hub with a great quality of life. One interviewee said, "We have an important
relationship with this City. This is just something you do." Smart Energy Now@ was therefore
also seen as another project following in Charlotte's spirit of local collaboration.
In fact, the Envision Charlotte brand has proved crucial to getting building owners to
participate in Smart Energy Now®. Participants stated that SEN would not have had the
same excitement and community involvement if there, "wasn't a bigger picture" than Duke
Energy. The Envision Charlotte umbrella also helps address some skepticism about Duke
Energy. Several people made comments like, "If it was just Duke, it wouldn't work...
everyone thinks Duke is the bad guy," or "Duke has to be getting something out of this. Why
do they want to reduce energy?"
But many buildings were concerned about the costs of participating. Many buildings are
capital constrained given the current recession, so providing the meters and interactive
kiosks at no cost was essential. Other buildings were concerned that they could not commit
to capital investments or did not think their buildings had significant "low hanging fruit." A
community-wide savings target and "business approach" brand helped to address these
concerns.
The community-wide goal also accounts for varying efficiency potential in different buildings.
Major employers have more modern buildings and have often already invested in both
capital measures and building management systems, so they might not have the same
savings potential. But it was still essential to have the big players on board to get everyone
else involved. A senior manager at one of the main employers said, "Maybe our biggest role
is not what we do, but that we are doing it."
Finally, building owners were concerned about data privacy. There was also a lot of internal
discussion about whether to show building-level energy consumption on the interactive
kiosks. Many of the organizational leaders felt that there was a "reputational risk" to sharing
the information. Businesses are very guarded about their brands, and were concerned that
"people could grab the data and make it show whatever they want" or that brokers could
negatively sell a high consumption building.
Ultimately the Smart Energy Now@ team decided to show community-wide energy use on the
interactive kiosks, which also aligned with the community-level goal. As discussed further,
this energy consumption metric has proven inaccessible to many people. However it is not
clear that building-level data would have been more effective in engaging people.
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Now that high-level decision-makers have approved participation in the program,
responsibility for the day-to-day program management within buildings has generally been
delegated to facility staff. This is likely because most of the initial work was focused on
installing the interactive kiosks. Yet other building stakeholders may need to be involved for
the next phase of implementation, as discussed further.
Recommendations
Owners' main interests were the potential for publicity compared to how much it would cost
them to participate. Therefore, Smart Energy Now@ has been able to achieve high
participation because it is an "easy win" for the building. But the program could ask more of
owners. In their role as organizational leaders, they can provide more top-down
endorsement and support for operational efficiency. This might help the program achieve
greater traction, as discussed further.
D. Facilit Staff
Targeted Outcomes
Facility staff can range from a property management company that manages multiple
buildings to a single person who is responsible for one building and may have other
responsibilities in addition to facility maintenance. These stakeholders can reduce energy
consumption through operating building equipment and systems efficiently.
Program Activities
Initially, Smart Energy Now@ worked with facility staff to install the meters and interactive
kiosks. Now facility staff receives building-level information feedback in the form of 15-
minute interval data provided through a web interface.
Duke Energy also partnered with the local chapters of the International Facility Manager's
Association (IFMA) and the US Green Building Council (USGBC) to establish a professional
group for facility staff to convene regularly and share best practices. The group has met twice
to date. The first meeting was targeted to senior property managers and focused on the
business case for efficiency, and about 15 people attended. The second meeting was
structured in a discussion format, and covered topics around recent projects and efficiency
opportunities and challenges in the buildings. It was open to all participating facility
managers and about 45 facility staff attended.
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Findings
Smart Energy Now@ has affected facility staff differently depending on whether they work for
a property management company in a large building or are directly employed by an owner-
occupant organization in a smaller building. Property management companies are
participating in Smart Energy Now@ because they see it as a value-add they can provide
clients. But they did not benefit as much from the interval meter data because their buildings
were also likely to have more sophisticated systems in place already. By contrast, individual
staff members that work directly for buildings were more likely to participate because they
were told to, but they were also more likely to use the interval data. Both property
management companies and individual facility staff benefitted from the professional network
opportunities, where they commiserated about their problems dealing with the other building
stakeholders.
Many property management companies believe that the cost savings and image associated
with Energy Star or LEED ratings are now a required amenity for Class A buildings. Two
senior property managers told me the following:
- Person 1: "You can't be in real estate industry and not champion sustainability,
it's a business foundation now. If operating expenses go up, you lose a tenant.
The goal is fiscal responsibility and client satisfaction."
- Person 2: "If we can give them sustainable environment and they don't even
notice it, then we've done our job."
- Person 1: "They're productive in spite of being sustainable. They don't need to
know the details, they just need to know it works"
Property management organizations agreed to participate because they saw it as an
important part of their organizational brand and value-add to clients, particularly in LEED or
Energy Star rated buildings.
But the information feedback from the advanced meters was less useful in more modern
buildings. The data does not integrate into existing building automation systems (BAS).
Therefore, staff in buildings that already have control systems are using the data less
because it is less marginally useful, and they would have to look at the two interfaces in
parallel.
Nevertheless, the information feedback was helpful in older or smaller buildings without BAS
systems. One building found that an air handler was running over the weekend, and another
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building found that an AC system was running overnight on one floor even though it was set
to turn off.
But small, owner-occupied buildings were also more likely to delegate facility maintenance
responsibilities to someone with little or no professional training. Some staff may not be able
to interpret the interval meter data and use it for fault detection. One interviewee said, "We
had a big blip in our power bill and I was trying to figure out why... I saw that there was an
overall increase, it was continual, not at one time. We think it's the chiller, but we're still
investigating." This reveals that more education and training may be helpful.
Finally, the professional networking events held by IFMA and USGBC were widely seen as a
success. The format of the event was designed with the audience in mind. Many
interviewees stated that facility staff as a group are proud of their work and don't like to be
told what to do. USGBC and IFMA approach the audience in a way that was not offensive but
rather encouraging and respectful. They also encouraged upper level managers to send their
staff, which increased participation.
The attendees enjoyed networking and talking to each other. Participants informally shared
advice about the best equipment brands and vendor contacts. The property management
organizations said they liked sharing their experience and ideas with staff of smaller
buildings. One interviewee said "Our role as a good corporate citizen is to share a lot of
knowledge and bring others along. Our folks can train other people's folks." Another said,
"we're leading the pack and that feels good."
One of the biggest takeaways from the facility staff meeting was that they are all struggling to
balance interests of owners, tenants and workers, and keep everybody happy. In this
meeting and in my interviews, many facility staff said that their biggest headache was "hot
and cold calls." Interviewees griped, "We have set points for a reason," and "Wear a
sweater!"
Occupant organizations actually have a lot of control over temperature set points, building
operating hours, and policies such as shutting down some of the an elevators after hours.
Facility staff members are therefore highly unlikely to do anything other than the official
operating protocol. They provide what occupant organizations are contractually entitled to.
One interviewee said, "Tenants are paying top dollar, so they need the best. The perception
is, 'this is Class A so we get what we want."' Property managers prefer to respond to tenants'
preferences rather than try to convince them to change. Therefore, even though facility staff
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technically controls equipment settings and operating procedures, the requests to make
changes must come from the tenant organizations.
Along the same lines, facility staff often knows about potential energy-saving investments,
but it is the owner who ultimately approves the capital budget or establishes a payback
period criteria. An interviewee said, "there's lots of money to be saved, but there's a lot of
capital requirement needed," and another said, "We're fortunate enough to have a capital
budget." Therefore even though facility staff can identify improvements, the decision to
invest must come from the owner.
Recommendations
Smart Energy Now@ could increase its effectiveness by providing further networking and
educational opportunities for facility staff, as well as by working with other building
stakeholders to build support for specific changes to building operations.
Facility staff generally appreciated the opportunity to build a local professional network. The
meeting was been successful because it enabled informal dialogue and allowed facility staff
to set the agenda. These meetings could become regular events several times per year. The
format can be used to provide further education about commissioning, fault detection and
purchasing practices, particularly for less trained staff. The facility staff forum can also be
used as a framework to recognize best practices or "champions."
Smart Energy Now® can also take the lead in engaging other building stakeholders. Facility
staff want to focus on the equipment, they do not want to deal with tenant organizations and
office workers. One senior facility staff member said, "We are all champions of sustainability.
That's not a question. But we have different roles." If Smart Energy Now® helps get buy-in
from occupant organizations to make operational changes, facility staff will be happy to
implement them. The same is true with owners for capital improvement decisions. In
reflecting on the facility staff meeting, one interviewee said, "We got to talk to our peers, like
minded individuals, and we all basically came up with the same thought process. It has to
come from the executives and then its accepted."
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E. OcCup~n~ organ~zaUons
Targeted Outcomes
Occupant organizations have influence over a building's temperature set points, building
operating hours, and policies such as shutting down some of the elevators after hours.
Within office spaces, occupant organizations also control energy use related to office and
kitchen equipment, task lighting and personal appliances, and computer settings. Occupant
organizations can therefore promote efficiency by changing their operating procedures and
purchasing practices. Perhaps more importantly, they also set the tone of the organization,
and can establish a work culture where efficiency is valued.
Program Activities
Originally, Smart Energy Now@ did not make a clear distinction between a building's
participation and an organization's participation. Organizations that own their buildings, such
as the large financial institutions and many of the small owner-occupied buildings, were
contacted before program launch and committed to participate on behalf of both the building
and the organization. But small tenants that do not have an ownership stake in their building
did not have direct outreach from Smart Energy Now@ staff.
Smart Energy Now®'s initial efforts primarily focused on directly engaging facility staff and
office workers. Outreach to tenant organizations, inviting them to participate in energy
champions trainings or campaigns, was been conducted via the property managers. But
property managers' contacts within the tenant organizations are often a representative in
charge of building-related issues, such as a director of operations or administrative staff
person. While this is the appropriate person to address maintenance and repair issues, they
may not be the best person to roll out something like Smart Energy Now@ to their coworkers.
This method of outreach therefore failed to gain significant traction.
The Smart Energy Now@ program staff recognized that outreach to the leadership of
occupant organizations could have a significant impact. They have begun working directly
with individual companies, including the major owners as well as some smaller businesses.
These efforts include organization-focused Energy Champion training sessions, as well as a
"Declaration of Commitment" campaign for organizational leaders. The commitment
package details expectations for participation, shares best practices to achieve
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organizational and behavioral change, and provides example templates to communicate with
employees and a toolkit of resources to run campaigns in their office.
Findings
Just as Charlotte's buildings have varying technical baselines that affect the potential for
efficiency, the occupant organizations also have varying cultures and existing commitments
to sustainability. These dynamics change among organizations and are not closely related to
the technical potential for efficiency. Companies that were already motivated are
participating more in Smart Energy Now@, while in other organizations the initiative has not
been made a priority and is getting lost in the shuffle.
Some organizations have missions that align well with energy efficiency. One business
leader stated, "We seek to embody sustainability in all our work and services to our clients."
In this case, sustainability is part of the business's brand and image. In other cases, the
organization is providing a public service, or it is important to be a good corporate citizen.
These organizations wanted to participate in Smart Energy Now@ and are focused on how to
integrate the program with their existing efforts.
Many of these organizations also have existing sustainability or civic efforts, such as green
teams and volunteer hours. Sustainability or civic groups are a manifestation of the
organization's commitment to the issue, and have high-level management support. One
interviewee said she realized it was actually acceptable to participate in the program, "When
I saw my boss' boss, two people down from the CEO, running out of the office in jeans [to
volunteer]."
Established internal programs have already found the early adopters who are personally
motivated, and established communication channels such as web pages and email lists. One
organization has dedicated staff for employee engagement around environmental affairs,
and another has an established civic program that allows employees to spend two hours per
week volunteering. This makes it easier to integrate a new effort like Smart Energy Now®.
For example, one organization had undertaken a previous effort to help departments
communicate and collaborate better on priority initiatives, which then helped them work
together on Smart Energy Now@.
In fact, interviews revealed that people have been influenced by current or previous
sustainability efforts in their organization. Employees at two different organizations reported
that they had changed their behavior as a result of previous "turn it off" campaigns.
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Yet most organizational cultures are not as supportive of efficiency. As discussed further,
other priorities trump efficiency for office workers' time and attention, especially in
productivity-focused or high stress environments. People are busy and the Smart Energy
Now@ program becomes, "noise in the background." One interviewee said, "I think recycling
is great, but I have other things to do," and another said, "Work is work, and we're not here
to be hippies." In addition, several interviewees expressed concern about how efficient
actions would be perceived. Several people said they did not turn off their lights when leaving
for meetings, because others would think they had "checked out" for the day.
Overall, workers tend to identify strongly with their organization and were aware of efficiency
investments that had been made in their building. In the intercept survey, seven people
mentioned what their building or company was doing, when asked whether they think about
energy use at work. Intercept participants and other interviewees said things like "I work in a
green building," or "I am proud of the corporation for its huge green initiative," or discussed
building investments terms of what "we" are doing. Yet others commented that their
organization is "taking care of that," for them.
Regardless, workers tend to follow the priorities set by leaders and respond to what their
organization values in its employees. This is exemplified by one anecdote about recruiting
for the Energy Champions training. A staff person, who is primarily involved in business
operations, sent the invitation to her entire organization of several hundred people and
received two responses. So the head of the organization decided to "nominate" specific
individuals, and they all attended. Many other people made comments like, "when the head
of the division says something is going to happen, it happens" and "If your boss tells you to,
you normally do."
However, the interviews and focus groups revealed that many people do not feel their
organization is making efficiency a priority. Even if workers know that their organization or
building is participating, it is not "trickling down" to people's immediate supervisors.
Therefore people do not have a sense that the program is accessible and that they are
expected to participate. One person said, "You are twenty-two managers in, the layers are so
deep that the managers don't support it even though the message is clear at the top. But it
gets lost in the gray area." Another person said, "We're still waiting for someone to say,
'Let's do it!"'
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Recommendations
Smart Energy Now@ can strengthen its efforts with occupant organizations by encouraging
top-down support and helping integrate the program with existing sustainability efforts or
launch new efforts. The program should provide a flexible framework for engagement,
materials and resources to launch internal campaigns or competitions, as discussed in the
next section.
Several organizational leaders said that they want to co-brand the effort. This could be
effective, because it "puts a stamp that we are serious." Along the same lines, managers
should encourage the people they supervise to participate in the program and undertake
specific actions, such as turning off lights when they leave for meetings or wearing
appropriate seasonal attire in the summer. The potential impact of greater top-down
involvement is clear. One interviewee said, "With recycling, we were swimming upstream
until [the executive] got on board. Then we had the recycling bins within a week."
Smart Energy Now@ can also assist companies in reviewing internal processes such as
purchasing practices and IT settings. Many people stated that they were confused about
what their IT department wanted their screen saver and sleep settings to be, and whether
they were supposed to turn off their computers overnight. A clear set of internal guidelines
would be helpful in many organizations.
F. Office orkers
Target Outcomes
Office workers can often control their lights, computer, plug load and office equipment in
their workspace. They can also choose to use the revolving door and support changing
temperature settings, including dressing appropriately for the season. The primary goal of
Smart Energy Now@'s interactions with workers is to increase awareness and change
attitudes so that people will undertake more energy efficient behavior.
Existing Conditions
There is currently a very low level of awareness about energy consumption and motivation to
be efficient. An intercept survey was conducted with one hundred people at lunchtime to ask
them if they ever look at the display, think about energy use at work, or do anything to save
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energy. If yes, they were asked if they were doing things more as a result of Smart Energy
Now®. This survey provides a useful baseline for where people are today.
Overall, office workers have differing levels of current motivation and awareness. In the
intercept survey, thirty people stated that they think about energy use at work and do things
to save energy, but twenty-one of those people said that they did these things anyway.
Nevertheless, five people reported doing things more because of Smart Energy Now®, which
shows that the program is getting some penetration. When asked what they do to save
energy, twenty people reported turning off lights, while six mentioned actions related to their
computer or monitor. Others mentioned using the revolving door or unplugging things.
The remaining seventy people said that they do not think about energy use at work. Nine
people said that they think about energy use at home but not at work. Fourteen people said
that they could not control anything in their office, which indicates that more education and
help identifying opportunities may be needed. These findings were supported by comments
made by other interviewees, who said, "People just don't think about it," "The people I work
with are completely ignorant about this stuff," "People are too busy worrying about their
business," and "If it doesn't relate to my job then I don't have time."
Activities: Energy Champions Program
The Energy Champions Program aims to make energy efficiency a "ground up" effort in each
building. Duke Energy staff and local partners conduct a 90-minute training in each building,
centering on a brainstorming session in which participants are asked to come up with their
own ideas for reducing energy waste. Energy Champions are then encouraged to implement
a project or campaign in their office and to talk to their coworkers about efficiency. The
program also helps develop a social network among the Energy Champions through the
training experience and forums for sharing ideas and success stories online. To date, the
program has trained 450 Energy Champions in 41 out of 64 buildings. Energy Champions
submitted information on 45 initiatives that they undertook in their offices as part of the
"Flipping Out" action campaign.
Findings & Recommendations: Energy Champions Program
The Energy Champions program is perhaps SEN's most successful activity. The program is
attracting early adopters, and helping them expand their sustainability efforts. Most Energy
Champions have changed individual behaviors, and some have had success in launching
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initiatives in their departments or floors. But more organizational support is needed for
group goals and competitions to be widely adopted.
The Energy Champions program is attracting and encouraging early adopters. All of the
participants in the Energy Champion focus group made statements about broader
commitments to sustainability, such as "I am really passionate about environmental
protection." Energy Champions consistently said that they enjoyed learning more about
energy in the training, and made comments like, "I told my sister, statistics can be startling!"
They said that they learned about new things such as vampire energy, smart power strips
and the energy saved by using the revolving door. All of the interviewees reported changing
personal habits, like computer sleep settings and background screen, turning monitors off,
unplugging other devices when not in use, and using the revolving door.
The first campaign, "Flipping Out [unnecessary lights)" aimed to reduce unnecessary lighting,
and ran from February 6 to April 20. Forty five Energy Champions submitted information
about projects they undertook in their offices as part of the campaign.54 While many were
individual projects, there were also successful initiatives focused on departments or floors.
Many of the initiatives were primarily the responsibility the Energy Champion. Eight of the
projects were individual or one-time activities, such as adopting common area lights, turning
off one's monitor at night, and changing settings on office and kitchen equipment. Twelve
people conducted educational activities, such as leading sustainability moments at staff
meetings or promoting one activity per month, like taking the stairs or turning monitors off at
night. Another five people posted reminders around their offices to turn off lights, monitors
and kitchen equipment.
But fourteen initiatives were friendly competition or collaborative goal programs. One
building had a competition between floors to turn off monitors at night. Three different
offices handed out "Energy Stars" to people that were seen saving energy, and the person
with the most stars received a prize and recognition. The competitions among departments
or floors were mostly held on a weekly or monthly basis, and rewards were often a lunch or
ice cream party. Group activities typically organized by department or floor. Four energy
champions reported targeting groups of less than 20 people, thirteen champions worked
with groups between 20-50 people, and only seven Energy Champions targeted whole
organizations or buildings or more than 100 people.
54 Notably, not all Energy champion activities were lighting related.
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For example, one Energy Champion created a program called "Watt Counts!" She started by
conducting an office space audit to check how energy was being wasted in her department
and then created goal chart tracking energy conservation progress toward an end-of-year
goal, held a kick off lunch with coworkers, and is now providing energy saving tips and
progress updates at regular team meetings. At the end of 2012, the department will hold a
celebratory lunch if the goal is achieved.55
Another Energy Champion, started an "Adopt-A-Light" program for people in cubicles that
don't have their own task lighting. Individuals took responsibility for lights in common areas,
and created personalized decorations the light switches. She also created a competition in
which coworkers could give each other "Energy Star" cards for reducing waste, and the
person with the most cards wins a lunch with the director of their group each month. The
Energy Champion said, "Everyone is eager to participate and it's become a fun challenge." 56
Smart Energy Now® also expanded the "Crab, You're It" game, which had started within the
County offices. Duke Energy handed out over 100 "Flipping Out" toolkits that included
materials and resources, including plastic crabs for people to put in coworkers' offices when
the lights were left on. Six Energy Champions reported launching the Crab You're It game in
their offices.
Overall, Smart Energy Now@'s first campaign, "Flipping Out," and the "Crab You're It" game
had varying success based on organizational culture. Many of the individual energy
champion initiatives discussed here were successful. Some organizations had fun with the
crab game and several people reported a significant change in lights being left on. One
interviewee said, "Now I can't assume the light reflects whether or not they are there."
In addition, people really enjoy team activities. In interviews, people said things like "Anything
that makes groups or departments compete with each other is good," and suggested ideas
like "Dim Watt" awards for people that left their lights on. People were consistently less
interested in competing as a building against other buildings, as that is not the scale that
most immediately relevant to their daily experience.
Smart Energy Now can therefore help formalize this goal-setting, activity-tracking and reward
system. A structure that allows people to associate themselves with an organization, and a
team or group within that organization will enable people to see their individual and
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55 "Smart Energy Now."
56 Ibid.
collective impact and compare their progress with others. Tracking what different individuals
groups decide to do and the impact can also create chatter for the interactive kiosk and help
build a sense of activity in the community.
Smart Energy Now® can also provide a campaign framework that enables organizations to
pick actions to focus on, marketing materials that can be personalized to the organization,
and an interface for tracking progress. One senior staff person said, " It's not one size fits all.
Each building is its own city. Each floor is like a neighborhood. They like to do things
differently. They need toolbox."
Along the same lines, rewards and recognition are crucial. Smart Energy Now can provide
prizes for organizations. They can be as basic as power strips or reusable cups or tickets to
local events. One organization gave out smart power strips as a prize for an internal
competition, and they were popular. But most of the Energy Champion initiatives provided a
meal or sweets for a reward. Recognition can also be powerful, including recognition from
organizational leaders and features on the interactive kiosk. One Energy Champions that
was featured on the display reported getting positive comments from friends and coworkers.
The "Flipping Out" campaign shows that Smart Energy Now has had he greatest success with
"early adopter" organizations and individuals. But many other Energy Champions reported
that it was hard for them to roll out ideas to their coworkers. One Energy Champion said that
her company, "does a lot to be sustainable but they don't pass down responsibility to
associates. As the only one on my floor its difficult to do anything." Another interviewee said,
"Crabs don't work in office culture, I just can't see it in a serious office atmosphere where
people wear suits and make lots of money." Organizational culture has a big influence on
people's actions, and workers are too busy addressing the priorities of their job.
The successful Energy Champion campaigns had implicit support from the occupant
organization, as in the examples above. Efforts may get more traction when they come from
the top down. Many people made comments along these lines, including:
- "When the head of the division says something is going to happen, it happens."
- "If the president and plant manager are not behind it and saying this is important
and you are going to do it, then efforts are futile"
- "People need to be 'Voluntold."'
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Therefore, as Duke Energy seeks to expand participation in the Energy Champions training
beyond the passionate early adopters, it should focus increasingly on changing individual
actions. Not everyone will be motivated or able to launch an initiative in their offices. Smart
Energy Now® should continue to support "ground up" initiatives created by Energy
Champions, but it should also make a broader effort to get organizational leaders and
management to engage in the program and support internal efforts.
Program Activities: Community-wide engagement
Smart Energy Now's@ community-wide strategy is targeted at the 20,000 people that work in
Uptown's office buildings. It focuses on providing energy information feedback and
encouraging individual to commit to take small actions in their work place to reduce energy
waste. Content is integrated across the web site, interactive kiosk, e-mails and direct
engagement activities. These media provide information feedback and education, track
participation, and promote campaigns that focus on one behavior at a time.
The web site and interactive kiosks show uptown's total consumption in terms of total watt-
hours, as well as miles driven and homes powered for a day with the same amount of energy.
Visitors are prompted to sign up and commit to an action, such as finding a light that can be
turned off permanently, using more day-lighting, turning off lights at night, and "adopting a
room" and making sure the lights are not left on when its unoccupied. The impact of each
action is shown in terms of light bulb use and gallons of gas. Visitors that register on the web
site get access to resources such as a Mini Audit for an office space and a list of campaign
ideas from previous Energy Champion training sessions. In the first four months, 8,000
people visited the displays and web site, and more than 500 pledged to take an action.
Findings & Recommendations: Community-wide Engagement
Community-wide metrics and media have proven less effective than direct engagement with
building stakeholders. The community-wide consumption number and 5% savings goal are
too abstract, and people do not feel that they can affect it. One interviewee said, "Its sort of
like looking at the national debt. You see you it ticking. We're using a lot of energy. Well ok,
what does it mean to me" and another said, "You see all those O's. It's like a Zimbabwean
dollar. I have no idea what that means. You have to put it in terms people understand."
Along the same lines, people are not interacting with the interactive kiosk. One facility staff
person said, "It's getting a lot of passing glances" and another said, "they don't touch it, but
they look out of the corner of their eye." In the intercept survey, forty-two people reported
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having looked at the interactive kiosk, but twenty-five of them said it was only once or in
passing. Others reported looking at it or touching it when it was first installed, but that it has
already become "part of the furniture" or "I don't even see it anymore when I walk by."
In fact, several people asked me what the display was and if it was interactive. Several
people also joked about the display's energy consumption, saying things like "Why are you
using energy to tell me how much energy I'm saving?" and "How many CFLs do I have to put
in to make up for the energy the display uses?"
Ultimately, the interactive kiosk is serving more of a "banner" function. The display content
is still too disconnected from people's daily life and a tangible sense of energy impact.
Counting energy savings at a more meaningful level, and using units related to people's daily
lives and groups related to their occupant organization, could solve this. For example, the
main image on the display could announce what people in that building have done, or show
endorsements from organizational leaders. This content aligns well with a collaborative,
competitive model as discussed throughout this paper.
G. Findings
An early feedback evaluation reveals that the Smart Energy Now@ pilot has been successful
in many of its interventions with stakeholders, including gaining almost 100% building owner
participation, providing interval meter data and professional development for facility staff,
engaging more than 450 office workers in the Energy Champions program, and supporting
45 individual projects. The Save-A-Watt program structure has given Duke Energy the
flexibility to be flexible and adjust its program activities depending on what works and
doesn't work. The flexibility to learn from experience and adjust program activities can be
seen in the program's evolving engagement efforts with occupant organizations.
Nevertheless, the program is facing several challenges as it seeks to fundamentally change
social norms about energy use. Owners have committed to participate, but efficiency has not
yet been clearly established as a priority for facility staff or within occupant organizations. At
the same time, social interventions have helped facility staff and office workers change the
aspects of energy use that they control. But stakeholders are struggling with the aspects of
energy use that involve working with other stakeholders. This reveals a need to work through
existing social processes and relationships to achieve scale and lasting impact.
The major owners committed to participate for branding reasons more than to achieve
savings. The influence of social networks can be seen in the fact that their commitment led
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the vast majority of other building owners to follow suit. Now the participants are receiving
public recognition benefits but may not actually be making efficiency an internal priority.
Facility staff sees their primary role as fulfilling the requests and contractual requirements of
building owners and occupant organizations. While they know the equipment best and are
often aware of opportunities, taking action depends on other stakeholders. Efficiency goals,
requests for operational changes or decisions to make capital investments need to come
from the owner, occupant organizations and tenants. Moreover, facility staff does not want
to be responsible for convincing other building stakeholders to prioritize efficiency.
The culture of occupant organizations has a strong influence on both building operations and
office workers' behavior. Different organizations have varying existing commitments to
sustainability that affect their excitement and capacity to participate in a program like Smart
Energy Now®. Providing an array of tools, campaign resources and rewards that can be
easily adapted and co-branded could be helpful particularly to the lower capacity
organizations. These resources must balance providing a clear structure with being flexible
enough that organizations can participate in ways that work for them. The other case
studies' processes and pledge-and-tracking systems provide good examples for this.
Broadly, workers need to feel like the program is tangible and relevant to their daily life. In
this sense, the messenger is more important than the message. Top down endorsement
from organizational leaders and individuals' direct supervisors is essential. Ongoing
engagement can be provided through a goals and team system that is based on more
immediate peer groups like departments or floors. Trusted local organizations such as
Center City Partners, the local USGBC chapter and the local IFMA chapter also provide
direction to professional groups.
While many people are aware of the Smart Energy Now®, they are waiting to see how
enthusiastically their organization is going to embrace it. In fact, most of the early barriers
that the program has faced related to integrating efforts within occupant organizations.
Several other leading office building efficiency programs are working on this same challenge.
These programs are also using stakeholder-based approach, but are using a range of
different program tactics with relative success. A review of these programs can help place
Smart Energy Now in context and provide ideas and insights for further program
development.
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VI. Case Studies of Tailored Interventions
A. Overview
An examination of three efficiency programs underway in cities across the country can help
put Smart Energy Now@ in context and help identify emerging best practices in office district
programs. Three leading non-profit and local government-led programs that are focusing
exclusively on non-monetary interventions are the Building Owner and Manager Association's
(BOMA's) Kilowatt Crackdown in Seattle, ICLEI (Local Governments for Sustainability) and the
City of Chicago's Green Office Challenge, and the Environmental Defense Fund's (EDF's)
national Climate Corps program. These programs are agnostic to the type of efficiency action
undertaken, and therefore end up promoting primarily low and no-cost actions, although
capital measures are also sometimes undertaken. A closer look at these efforts reveals
successful program activities and interesting trends in the types of actors and partnerships
that are delivering efficiency programs, and the roles and resources of each.
B. Climate Corps
The Environmental Defense Fund's Climate
Corps targets facility staff and organizational
leaders in large companies. EDF selects and
trains MBA and MPA students and places
them in summer internships at large
corporations, non-profits and government
agencies to develop energy efficiency plans.
The EDF's approach is very much focused on changing organization's internal processes
beyond undertaking a single project. By working with Climate Corps fellows, organizations
identify and address internal barriers and establish self-sustaining processes to promote
efficiency. When projects have demonstrable results, other companies become more
interested in efficiency. In addition Climate Corps fellows often go on to pursue careers
where they have direct influence over sustainability issues.
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Fig. 15. EDF Climate Corps Theory of Change57
Based on the Fellows' experiences, the EDF has identified a series of common organizational
barriers to efficiency that are similar to the barriers discussed in this paper. Some of the
most common barriers they find are a a lack of sufficient data to identify opportunities and
verify savings, the need for training and educational resources for both staff and employees,
and the need to establish accountabilty, for example by making a senior manager
responsible for energy consumption 58.
Stakeholders & Interventions
The Climate Corps provides companies with dedicated technical analysis, project planning
and implementation assistance for energy efficiency projects, while providing students with
applied work experience and access to decision-makers at large organizations. Victoria Mills,
the Managing Director of Climate Corps, says the fellows work at two levels. 59 They develop
a specific capital investment plan with a supporting business case, and in the process they
promote organizational change by identifying barriers and getting stakeholder buy in.
57 Mills, "Climate Corps Theory of Change."
58 Hiller, Mills, and Reyna, Breaking Down Barriers to Energy Efficiency.
59 Mills, "Climate Corps."
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Fig. 16. Climate Corps Interventions
Business Case Investmnt Plan
Project planning
Helps align stakeholders
The Environmental Defense Fund is almost always approached by sustainability officer or
another executive leader from the potential host company. The EDF staff then meets with
the facility staff of the host company to ensure that they are interested in participating. Mills
reported that some facility staff embrace the idea and are glad to have help, while others say
they do not have the budget or they do not need help. But the EDF will not place a fellow in a
company without the sign off of both organizational leadership and facility staff.
Fellows work with their host organization over 10-12 weeks to identify and plan energy
efficiency projects, resulting in a written report and financial model. All fellows utilize a
uniform project process overseen by EDF, which includes:
- Gathering data, reviewing audit results, and interviewing key stakeholders;
- Recommending efficiency investments and modeling their financial impact;
- Presenting the business case for energy efficiency to decision-makers; and
- Advising on project implementation strategies, including identifying operational and
financial, and designing occupant engagement and education strategies.
The EDF reports that host companies are much more interested in getting help identifying an
implementation plan than help identifying investments. Host companies undertake a range
of capital projects, including energy management systems, lighting and office equipment,
data centers, HVAC, refrigeration, and building envelope. But often these opportunities have
been identified before the fellow arrives, and it is their job to develop project-specific cost
estimates, procurement recommendations and implementation steps.
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Results
In 2010, EDF placed 51 graduate students with 47 companies, including eBay, Verizon,
Bloomberg, Staples, Target, Cisco, and Pepsico, among others60. Collectively, the fellows
identified $350 million in potential net operational cost savings, representing reductions in
energy use of 678 million kilowatt hours annually, or enough to power 60,000 homes. This
is equivalent to avoiding over 400,000 metric tons of greenhouse gas emissions annually, or
taking more than 67,000 SUVs off the road. The program also serves as an important
marketing and recruiting tool for the host organizations.
Program Implementation
Before they begin, Fellows attend a three-day training on the basics of energy efficiency,
which includes guest speakers, tours of buildings' energy systems, and review of the
expected deliverables for the fellowship6 l. EDF also provides a Climate Corps Handbook to
assist fellows in identifying opportunities, developing models, and creating reports and
implementation plans. After the summer, fellows are asked to follow up with the host
organization after six months and one year to track progress and report back to EDF.
The host organization commits to paying the student $1,250 per week and covering the
travel costs for the fellow to attend the training62. EDF's costs are therefore program
administration, including conducting the training, matching students to organizations, and
overseeing their work. Fellows may list preferences for host organizations, but ultimately EDF
works with the clients to finalize the placements.
C. BOMA's Kilowatt Crackdown & Carbon 4Square
Launched in 2008, the Kilowatt Crackdown
is a proven example of a successful friendly
competition program for office districts. The
Kilowatt Crackdown works with facility staff
to improve building performance compared
5 A. M UF to a baseline year. In Seattle, it is focused
entirely on energy use, and uses Energy
Star's Portfolio Manager as the primary tracking tool. In Portland, the competition uses a
60 Environmental Defense Fund, "Climate Corps."
61 Ibid.
62 Ibid.
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point system called Carbon4Square. The Kilowatt Crackdown partners with the local chapter
of the Building Owners and Managers Association, works closely with city government, and is
supported by efficiency organizations such as the Northeast Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA)
and the Oregon Energy Trust.
Fig. 17. Kilowatt Crackdown Interventions
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Stakeholders & Interventions
The Kilowatt Crackdown and Carbon 4Square programs engage facility staff in a friendly
competition. The Seattle Kilowatt Crackdown centers on annual improvement in a building's
EPA Portfolio Manager benchmarking score, while Portland uses the Carbon4Square
Scorecard that gives points for energy, water, waste and transportation, and innovative
activities. While the Kilowatt Crackdown's tracking system (Portfolio Manager) relates
directly to energy consumption, the Carbon4Square scorecard also gives 10 out of 100
points for process activities such as tracking consumption and conducting tenant education.
The competition provides a venue for technical assistance and education. In both programs,
participants receive a free scoping study, access to a "coach" who can answer questions,
technical support for Portfolio Manager and engineering certification for buildings that qualify
for an Energy Star label. The program staff also conducts regular workshops and trainings,
on topics such as energy management system basics, capital budgeting, and making the
business case for efficiency.
While awards are ultimately given based on the scoring system, Carbon4Square also
program uses on-line progress tracking tool, along with emails and reminders, to encourage
buildings to meet process milestones, such as benchmarking resource use.
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At the end of the year, awards are given in several categories according to building size, as
well as best score, most improved, and recognitions for innovative ideas. About one in five
participants receive an award, which is both scare and attainable enough to incentivize
competition. The program typically takes out a full-page ad in the local newspaper and
generates media attention for the winners. The grand prizewinner also receives the "Carbon
Samurai" a trophy made by a local artist using entirely recycled materials. Other prizes
include tickets to sporting events and gift certificates.
Results.
BOMA's friendly competition programs have achieved notable results. The 53 properties that
competed in the first round of the Seattle Kilowatt Crackdown represent over 18 million
square feet or 20 percent of the Puget Sound office market. The combined energy savings
from these buildings is equal to the annual electric consumption of 1,000 Northwest homes
or over 700,000 gallons of gasoline. Including the winner, 31 participating properties
qualified for the ENERGY STAR@ label; the average ENERGY STAR rating among competing
62
63 BOMA Portland, "Status Board."
buildings increased from 71.3 (Dec. 2007) to 73.9 (Dec. 2008) 64. The second round of the
competition is now underway, and more than 100 buildings are participating, equal to 30%
of the office market. The first round of the Carbon 4Square is close to completing its first
competition. The 85 participants represent about 20% of the target market, and 74 of them
are likely to complete the program.
Program Implementation.
BOMA Seattle is the primary brand of the program; the local BOMA chapter provides
marketing and access to its membership. BOMA's Seattle is very active, and in some ways
the organization sets the social norms for real estate owners and managers. The Kilowatt
crackdown incorporates its efforts into regularly scheduled BOMA events and meetings. This
has been a very effective recruiting strategy, as more than 20% of target markets have
participated65.
However, most BOMA chapters have very low staff capacity; BOMA Seattle only has one part-
time staffer66. Therefore, NEEA's commercial building effort, called BetterBricks, provides
most of the day-to-day budget, resources, marketing and staff support for the program. 67
Like NYSERDA, NEEA draws upon utility efficiency funds' market transformation budgets.
The Kilowatt Crackdown has also been effective in partnering with local utilities for project
implementation. NEEA uses its existing communication channels with its funder utilities to
update them on the progress of program participants. Utilities are notified which buildings in
their service territory are participating, and in some cases benchmarking data is also shared.
In some territories, staff from the utilities' energy efficiency programs follows up directly with
the building contact person68.
64 Better Bricks, "Winners of the BOMA Kilowatt Crackdown Announced."
65 Ibid.
66 Davis, "Kilowatt Crackdown."
67 Better Bricks, "BOMA Seattle King County Extends an Energy Challenge to Office Properties."
68 Davis, "Kilowatt Crackdown."
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D. Chicago Green Office ChaHenge.
The Green Office Challenge focuses exclusively on social
interventions through a friendly competition format. The
program promotes benchmarking, provides implementation
assistance, and enables public recognition. Mayor Richard M.
Daley initiated the Green Office challenge as part of the Chicago
Climate Action Plan, which identified energy efficiency in
buildings as one of five core sustainability strategies for the city.
ICLEI, the association of Local Governments for Sustainability, helped design the program
and provides training and technical assistance to the participants. Office Depot also helped
design the program, and is its primary funder. Office Depot views sustainable purchasing
practices as having potentially transformative impacts all the way up the supply chain69 .
Fig. 19. Chicago Green Office Challenge Interventions
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Stakeholders & Interventions
The Green Office Challenge is a friendly competition for property managers and tenants70 .
Like the BOMA programs, it uses a scorecard framework to provide social interventions,
including information feedback, implementation guidance, and public recognition. It also
tailors the scorecard to the things that property managers and tenants organizations can
control, and even dedicates a category on the scorecard to their relationship with each other.
All participants establish a baseline score then track their activities and earn points to
69 Office Depot, "Office Depot and ICLEI USA Launch National Green Business Challenge with Cities Across the
Country."
70 City of Chicago, "Chicago Green Office Challenge."
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improve their score. The reduction goals and recommended actions are closely aligned with
Energy Star and LEED.
The property manager program is based on benchmarking and establishes base and stretch
percentage reduction goals in four categories: energy, waste, water and tenant engagement.
The energy, waste and water are goals for reducing consumption by a set percent. The
tenant engagement goals relate to the percent of tenants recruited to participate in the
challenge as well. Participants can combine base and stretch goals for different levels of
achievement and recognition.
Similarly, the tenant program uses a "scorecard" of 50 strategies organized into five
categories: waste, energy, transportation, outreach and property manager engagement.]
Recommended activities to reduce energy use include conducting a lighting audit, changing
purchasing policies and adjusting computer and office equipment settings. Recommended
internal engagement activities include creating a green team, hosting an in-office
educational session, and officially adopting a sustainability policy.
Finally, the program does not provide financial incentives or directly conduct technical
analysis. The primary need was assumed not to be technical interventions, as people could
figure out the opportunities and make investment decisions about their own buildings.
Therefore, a support, guidance and recognition-focused program was used to incentivize
action and resulted in significant energy savings.
Results
The first round of the competition was held in 2009-2010, and more than 150 property
managers and tenant companies participated. Participants reduced their energy usage by an
average of 7.9%, and collectively saved more than 72 million kilowatt hours of electricity,
resulting in $5.1 million in cost savings. 72 . ICLEI and Office Depot are now working with local
governments to roll out the program in Charleston, SC; Nashville, TN; San Diego/Port of San
Diego, CA and Arlington County, VA. 73
71 City of Chicago, "Office Tenants."
721CLEI, "Local Government Green Business Challenge Programs."
73 "Chicago's Green Office Challenge Expands to Nashville, San Diego, Others."
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VII. Conclusions
Historically, energy efficiency programs have focused on encouraging a single decision-maker
to invest in capital improvements. But there is an increasing recognition that multiple
stakeholders shape energy consumption, and that they all face non-monetary barriers.
Working with multiple stakeholders also enables programs to directly address operational
efficiency. Smart Energy Now and the other case study programs are providing information
feedback, process assistance and social endorsement tailored to building stakeholders.
While they are making significant progress through providing social interventions to owners
and facility staff, more work is needed to engage occupant organizations and office workers
in a more systematic way.
The four programs reviewed in this paper reveal several important lessons. First,
stakeholder-based social interventions can directly result in energy saving behaviors and
increase the likelihood of capital investment. However, efficiency potential varies depending
on each building's technical characteristics and organizational structure. Therefore, many
programs are using flexible frameworks that establish a process for participation, but allow
stakeholders to select the efficiency activities they undertake. Implementation also entails
ongoing efforts in partnership with organizational leaders, professional networks and civic
organizations.
Existing Technical and Social Conditions Vary
The technical and social potential for operational efficiency varies by building. Some
buildings have been renovated recently, and others have more modern equipment and
control systems. The buildings system design also affects which stakeholder ultimately
controls an end use. In some buildings, individual office workers control lighting, while in
others it is completely automated. At the same time, some organizations have an existing
commitment to sustainability with senior level support and internal resources. In other
buildings, people are so focused on doing their jobs that substantial top-down endorsement
and implementation support is needed.
Less sophisticated buildings may have the greatest potential and also need the greatest
assistance. But the programs reviewed her may be attracting more sophisticated "early
adopters." In fact, the BOMA program staff has seen that participants tend to be either
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beginners or experts, but that the majority of participants are regional third party
management firms74. The Climate Corps works primarily with large corporations, local
governments and universities. These organizations are already motivated to reduce their
resource consumption and have some organizational capacity to implement programs.
Charlotte's buildings also fell into two clear categories based on organizational and technical
sophistication. But because Smart Energy Now® sought 100% participation, it revealed
challenges and opportunities in the "sustainability beginners." These buildings may warrant
greater program efforts.
Social Interventions can have an Impact
The case study research indicates that social interventions do have direct energy-saving
benefits. The case study programs worked with hundreds of buildings and resulted in millions
of dollars of savings. The Kilowatt Crackdown, Carbon4Square and the Green Office
Challenge also achieved significant participation levels in their target cities. The case study
programs are also agnostic to investment type, and therefore end up promoting the easiest
and lowest cost actions, including operational changes. However, the easy wins provide
confidence in savings and make the efficiency investment process easier.
Even though Smart Energy Now® began less than six months ago, it is already showing
results. The program has achieved nearly 100% participation among building owners.
Facility staff members are using the interval meter data for fault detection, particularly in less
sophisticated buildings. The local facility staff community is also actively participating in
professional networking events that provide opportunities to share best practices. Broadly,
the office worker population is aware of the program and community-wide goal. Energy
Champions overwhelmingly reported that they learned more about efficiency opportunities
and have changed their behaviors as a result. Five out of a hundred office workers surveyed
reported changing behaviors as a result of Smart Energy Now@.
Participants in the other case study programs reported millions of dollars of cost savings,
primarily from changes to energy-related routines, operations and purchasing practices.
Moreover, some participants invested in capital measures without a financial incentive.
Social interventions have the potential to help energy efficiency be adopted at a faster pace,
while making operational efficiency less elusive, and increasing owners' confidence in
savings.
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74 Davis, "Kilowatt Crackdown."
But to be effective, social interventions should be designed based on an understanding of
which consumption-related decisions stakeholders actually control. For example,
temperature set points and operating hours are actually determined by occupant
organizations, not facility staff. In addition, program activities should provide the kind of
program activities, messaging and information that matters to different stakeholders in a
format that resonates with them. An owner will care most about the business case and high
level metrics, while facility staff will benefit from detailed building data and trainings, while
office workers prefer peer group goals and metrics. An overview of potential tailored
interventions is shown below.
Fig. 20. Best Practices
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An owner will care most about the business case and high-level metrics, need help with
investment planning, and be influenced by real estate market trends and local leaders.
Efficiency programs make many "gives" to get owners to invest in efficiency. Programs like
the Climate Corps now also "ask" owners to provide top-down endorsement and support for
operational efficiency in their buildings.
Even though facility staff operates equipment on a daily basis, they see themselves as
implementing to the decisions and preferences of owners and occupants. Smart Energy
Now, Climate Corps and the Green Office Challenge all have activities intended to get buy-in
from the other stakeholders. Facility staff can also benefit from better building performance
information, but this needs to be coupled with education. Professional networks can be
effective mechanisms to provide trainings, networking events, and recognition programs.
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Occupantw Ors Offce, worker
Occupant organizations ultimately have a large influence on both base building operations
and occupant behavior. While they may care about operating costs, efficiency is more likely
to be appealing from a branding, and worker satisfaction perspective. The endorsement of
senior leadership is essential, but many organizations also need a clear participation process
and implementation resources, such as benchmarking tools and recommendations for
purchasing and IT practices.
Office workers follow the culture and priorities of the organization. Smart Energy Now was
able to change individuals' behaviors, but the Energy Champions had trouble getting their
peers to change. Programs can work though organizations by encouraging top-down support
and integrating efficiency into existing processes and activities. In fact, organizational
leaders initiate most "Green team" programs.
Flexible Frameworks for Participation are Effective
Efficiency programs need to work with and through organizational structures to deliver
tailored interventions. The endorsement of senior leadership is essential for both facility staff
and office workers to actively engage in a program. Programs should work within existing
channels, for example, facility staff should not conduct outreach to office workers.
Encouragement should come from people that matter to individuals, such as their direct
supervisor or a local professional or civic organization.
Pledge, tracking and reward systems emerge as a clear best practice for integrating all
program activities. These frameworks establish a process for participation, but allow
stakeholders to select the activities that make sense for them. An organizational leader in
Charlotte said, "It's not one size fits all. Each building is its own city. Each floor is like a
neighborhood. They like to do things differently. They need a toolbox." These frameworks
have three basic components, including setting the baseline, establishing a goal or reward
system, and then tracking progress over a set time. Different buildings and stakeholders can
then select the resources they need and which efficiency actions to take.
This often leads to game or scorecard structures that can be used to guide participants
through activities and keep them engaged. The Climate Corps Fellows work with
organizations to develop investment plans, Carbon4Square provides both process
milestones and a scoring system. The Green Office Challenge uses a "beat your baseline"
framework. Smart Energy Now uses a community-wide pledge and tracking system, which is
still being refined to enable more granular levels of engagement. But all of these structures
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provide a framework for delivering social interventions, while also giving participants
flexibility to do what works for them.
Pledge, tracking and reward structures provide a framework for delivering feedback,
education and social endorsement. Stakeholders compete among peer groups that are
relevant to them, whether they are other property owners in the same market or departments
in the same business. Participants get feedback on their individual and collective impact,
and can compare their progress with others'. While prizes are necessary, they can be as
simple as branded reusable cups or free lunch. Recognition or "bragging rights" is also a
powerful incentive. Ultimately, participating in the programs helps align internal
organizational processes and makes it easier to undertake efficiency projects in the future.
New Implementation Partners are needed
Social interventions are an ongoing engagement strategy, not a one-time transaction. In
order to deliver social interventions, efficiency programs need to provide replicable, flexible
tools and resources, as well as events, rewards and recognition. Many of these resources
and activities are more effective when designed and delivered in conjunction with local
partners. This requires establishing connections with broader sustainability efforts within
organization and community. Organizational leaders and local civic and non-profit
organizations can therefore be important partners.
Therefore, efficiency programs need to build relationships with the organizations and
individuals that are important to building stakeholders. Building owners, occupant
organizations and property managers care about professional networks, pay attention to
what competitors are doing, and want to maintain positive relationships with local public and
civic entities. The case study programs partnered with local government as well as trade
associations and non-profits such as IFMA, BOMA, the USGBC and EDF. These organizations
provide a trusted brand, technical expertise, and existing local networks.
Workers are most strongly influenced by their organizational culture and direct supervisors.
The early evaluation of Charlotte revealed that all stakeholders agreed that top-down
endorsement within organizations was essential. In interviews, office workers often made
comments like, "When the head of the division says something is going to happen, it
happens." One facility staff person said, "We got to talk to our peers [at the networking
event]... and we all basically came up with the same thought process. It has to come from the
executives and then its accepted." And an organizational leader said that co-branding was
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needed because it "puts a stamp that we are serious." Integrating program efforts into
existing organizational and community cultures and processes will help align social forces
towards efficiency.
A Comprehensive Program Model for Social Interventions
Tailoring interventions to stakeholders and helping people engage with each other will
require using different resources, and bringing in new partners. The current efficiency
program model should therefore be expanded to include new types resources, interventions
and target outcomes, as shown in italics.
INPUTS
a Direct
funding
- Tools &
resources
* Trainings &
events
* Media
" Rewards
Fig. 21. Comprehensive Approach to Efficiency Programs
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Social interventions have the potential to help energy efficiency be adopted at a faster pace,
while making operational efficiency less elusive and increasing owners' confidence in
savings from capital measures. Program participants have reported achieving millions of
dollars of savings. While the savings have varying levels of verification, they are sufficient
proof of concept. These programs are laying the groundwork for a comprehensive program
design that delivers effective interventions to different stakeholders.
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